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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Data Shepherding: Cache design for future large scale chips

By

Ganghee Jang

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Irvine, 2016

Professor Jean-Luc Gaudiot, Chair

The issue of the power wall has had a drastic impact on many aspects of system design. Even

though frequency scaling is limited because Dennard scaling stopped a few years ago, new

technologies and design trends such as 3D stacking and heterogeneous multi-core architec-

tures still offer us opportunities to integrate more logic to increase performance. However,

these new trends have increased design complexity significantly, especially in terms of sat-

isfying various system requirements and system goals: power efficiency must be handled

carefully while scaled resources must be managed to improve performance. Sometimes sys-

tem scaling itself conflict with system goals. Increased chip resources and core counts make

fair resource sharing more notable issues, and the increased number of heterogeneous archi-

tecture makes programming more challenging by requiring more programming styles (e.g.,

stream programming, SPMD style programming), API, etc.

We suggest here that multiple design goal issues could be handled more efficiently via explicit

resource addressing. This idea is applied to the shared last level cache design and we call this

approach the Data Shepherding cache. We show how the Data Shepherding cache design

solves some of the design issues of integrating mechanisms from multiple goals especially when

we consider scaling in capacity and performance. The properties of the Data Shepherding

cache are evaluated in two ways with open source tools. CACTI from HP.com simulates cache

x



models to obtain cache parameters such as access time, power consumption, etc. Further

analysis with the model parameters shows that the Data Shepherding cache has 10% smaller

area footage, which leads to a 7% leakage power reduction over the Static NUCA cache.

We analyze performance using the GEM5 simulator from gem5.org which models system

architecture. The results show a 12.6% performance improvement with selected Spec2000

benchmarks with 2MB bank, 128 MB total shared cache size.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Recently, we have observed a lot of challenges which lead to turns of technology trends. The

issue of the power wall has had a drastic impact on many aspects of system design as we

have seen the rise of multi-core design on the market. Frequency scaling also slowed down

because Dennard scaling [36] is not effective any more. However, new technologies and design

trends such as 3D stacking [19, 26] and Non-volatile memory technologies [62, 30] still give

us room for a steady scaling in number of logics on a chip. Interestingly, new design trend

such as heterogeneous architectures and Application specific Processing Units (APUs) let us

transform the benefits of scaling in count into improving performance or power efficiency.

By the way, this new design trends come from utilization of extra logics. In other words,

performance/power efficiency improvements are achieved at the cost of the design complexity.

This induces further implications. Significant re-design may require to improve performance

of the scaled version of an existing design. Mechanisms which are attached to the major

components for extra functionalities also require significant change. The extra functionalities
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are to meet the design requirements, or goals such as power efficiency, performance efficiency,

resource sharing management, etc. For example, power control mechanisms on the shared

cache design [37, 74, 41, 72, 57, 15] have suggested to control the amount of leakage power

because the amount of area for the last level shared cache takes significant portion of chip

area. As we will look at in Chapter 2, some of them is not easy to apply to the much larger

caches than the sizes of the cache which the authors worked on. There are some which would

be tough to be used together with other goal driven mechanisms. These issue of scaling and

goal driven designs will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

1.2 Problem definition

A good example of goal driven designs are found in the cores of multi-core chips. The power

and performance efficiency of each core can be controlled via Dynamic Voltage Frequency

Scaling (DVFS) mechanism on each core. Global policy to achieve power consumption

targets or performance targets can be optimized through DVFS control on each core. This

is possible because each core is addressable to the global policy management. This explicit

addressing is not popularly used with the last level shared cache design because explicit

addressing generally had been linked with programmable cache memory. Some examples

can be found in the domain of embedded system design where high degree of optimization

is required.

The reason for the weak popularity is because of design approach on the cache memory.

The cache memory has been considered as a buffer memory, so search has been regarded as

a primary method to find a desired content in the cache memory. However, as we scale a

chip size, more design concerns would be added, especially, on the last level shared cache.

As discussed in [9, 92], the number of pin for data transfer might fail to catch up the

required bandwidth due to the cost. 3D stacking technology and the use of heterogeneous
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architecture design can increase on-chip network complexity as dimensions and node counts

increase. These issues require high degree of specialization on the last level shared cache

[68, 47, 105].

We can find a good design example for these design issues in the domain of building architec-

tures. Modern skyscrapers have managed similar design issues very efficiently. They absorb

on and off building traffic by having multiple functional areas of living area, business area,

shopping area, etc. as we can see some design approach of integrating the main memory

with the CPU[105]. Traffic in the building is efficiently managed with the more complex

elevator system, which is related to the performance efficiency. The solutions are possible

because placement such as elevator stops and office locations can be adjusted. Actually,

the adjustment can be done with the floor numbers. The floor numbers give efficient an

abstraction to add multiple functionalities.

Many design issues with the cache design could be solved if similar design approach to the

addressing with floor numbers of skyscrapers would be applied. We call it explicit resource

addressing design strategy, and in Chapter 3, we will explore how this can solve the raised

design issues. Also, in Section 3.2.2, expected challenges will be discussed when we apply

the explicit resource addressing on the last level shared cache design.

1.3 Goal of this work

As identified challenges can be solved efficiently with explicit resource addressing on the

last level shared cache design, now we have a question of whether we can make a scalable

cache design with explicit resource addressing. Because adding explicit resource addressing

has comparable design issues to adding logical addressing, there are design issues such as

mapping table management, when and how to make mappings. By the way, as we can
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see 128 MB of shared last level cache on the market[5], careful consideration of mapping

granularity is a key to manage implementation overhead. However, bigger granularity has its

own drawbacks. Bigger granularity would increase internal fragmentation and false sharing.

Also, if the granularity size is the same with the granularity of the virtual memory system,

we must consider performance interference.

We selected a page size as the mapping granularity, and tried to design so that it should work

for scaling in size. The purpose of explicit resource addressing is to resolve issues from the

future scaled system, so it is important to imbue good features for the scalability. Detailed

design of the Data Shepherding cache is discussed in Chapter 4. We assign a separate chapter

(Chapter 5) to explain implementation details on the Simulator, GEM5 [25].

Because of increased granularity, the Data Shepherding cache attains less hardware overhead,

but gets performance overhead of page flushes. In Chapter 6, we will evaluate the Data

Shepherding cache in two ways. We will estimate the benefits from the reduced hardware

overhead. The hardware parameters for the estimation is modeled from CACTI tool[78].

Then, detailed performance evaluation is made with Simulator, GEM5 to examine how

the overall performance is influenced from the reduced hardware overhead and performance

overhead. Observations from the results will be summarized in Chapter 7. Remained and

extended works planned for the future is listed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Background Research

The new technology and design trends are giving us interesting design challenges. The

new technology and new design trends are not just scaled versions of previous designs,

but sometimes drive into the direction of significant new designs. For example, recently

we observed the very important technology turn because of “power wall” and saw the rise

of multi-/many-core designs. Power wall is not the only challenge which has changed the

design trend. We will look into these new design trends from a view point of design goals,

and discuss the efficiency of the increased design complexity.

Actually, this chapter is to lead why the explicit resource indexing matters as a interface to

implement mechanisms to achieve various design goals. So, the readers who want to read

directly from the Data Shepherding cache design may skip this chapter.
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2.1 System designs from the view point of design goals

2.1.1 Power wall problem and system design goals

Embedded systems were considered more specific design goal driven as we can see many

application specific designs such as realtime systems, ATM systems, etc. On the while,

systems such as desktop PC systems fell on the generic system category. However, “power

wall” steered huge turn in the design trend. We already saw that major performance matric

for the consumer desktop system have moved to the system throughput from the system

frequency because robust frequency scaling becomes impossible. One good example is that

Intel canceled Tejas CPU design around 2004 [40]. The chip was originally planned to run

up to 7 GHz, but power dissipation of 2.7 GHz operation was 150 watts, so failed to be

scaled up.

There are other important design challenges which have changed the design trend signifi-

cantly. Actually, the advent of smart and wearable technology converts the “generic” system

into more goal driven designs. The cortex ARM based processors [61] popularly used in the

smart phones and tablet PCs can handle various types of workloads. It is a good example

of goal driven (in this case, power efficiency) application of “generic” CPU. Apple Inc.’s

new tablet with embedded processor was announced that its performance was par with the

entry level laptop PC [1]. This power efficiency driven design also can be seen even in the

domain of super computers. There is a good example in the article of “Exascale Computing

Technology Challenges” [87]. US Department of Energy sets limits of power consumption

of exascale system to 20MW considering Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). However, the

standard memory technology road map estimated that just total access to DRAM would

contribute roughly 48MW, which contributes one of the important challenges. To meet the

requirements, the system design must be goal-driven - the design goal of power efficiency.
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The power wall issue steers our design approach into the new direction. As we have discussed

with the exascale challenge, and the advent of many-/multi-cores, the solution would not

be a summation of local solutions such as a design with power efficient devices. Rather,

significant design changes were required, for example, multi-/many-core architecture instead

of single high performance core.

It also changed our view on the system design. Before the turn, a system stayed in more static

status and a designer focused more on generic features. For example, a design for a generic

desktop processor focused on the performance improvement of common workloads or the

most dominant workloads. The others depend on the coding skills of a programmer, or better

software algorithms. Of course, the days when frequency scaling was feasible, the workloads

without the help from the special hardware support also got performance improvement from

the frequency scaling. However, after the turn, frequency scaling is not robust any more when

design a new product, chip designers depend more on the application specific circuitries. As

a result, there can be many under utilized system resources with a specific workload, or there

can be some system resources which are heavily utilized. Systems become more dynamically

configured over time, and designers welcome specialized components.

We will discuss on the first with the example of cache memory designs. Especially, we will

focus on the problems when a special goal driven component is used with other component

or other system goals. The second will be discussed more in the next sub-section with design

examples of dynamic system configurations.

Cache Designs to handle leakage power

Power dissipation consists of dynamic power, short-circuit power, and static power dissipa-

tion. Dynamic power consumption had been a major challenge because of its larger share of

the overall power budget. However, the growing importance of low power design and current

7



sub-micron technology makes static power dissipation more significant problem. Accord-

ing to ITRS [52], leakage power is increasing exponentially, so it was expected to dominate

overall power consumption. However, thankfully, new technologies such as high-K dielectric

[71]and Tri-gate transistor design [11] changed the expected trajectory, so we did not see the

exponential increase of leakage power yet.

Anyway, it is still obvious that the leakage power is one of the most important citizen to

design power efficient components, so many designs had been suggested to control the leakage

under power budget. The most efficient way of reducing the leakage current is shutting-

down a component - the technique called power gating. However, the delay to power up a

component is very expensive if we want to apply to the latency sensitive component such

as a cache memory. So, to use power the gating technique at the cache memory design, we

have strong credibility on some part of the cache will not be used at least for some specific

amount of time which can compensate the overhead. With weaker credibility, it would be

safer to use operation mode with reduced supply voltage. Careful experiment on the choice

of supply voltage can find good balance between performance loss and decent deduction on

the leakage current.

Let’s look at examples of the latter cases first. As a extreme example, we can lower supply

voltage as low as sub-threshold level as in [37, 74]. Sub-threshold device designs have benefits

on the power consumption and area usage, but at the cost of some performance loss. In case

of computing components, we can compensate performance loss via parallelism because of

small implementation footprint. However, in case of latency sensitive memory system such

as cache memory system, we cannot adapt the idea of throughput.

Drowsy cache [41] took interesting twist. The authors set an operation mode called “drowsy

mode” which was selected to have couple of cycles to wake up the component. When not

in use, a cache line goes into the drowsy mode, and it is waken up when accessed. When in

the mode of operation, supply voltage is increased - so in case of successive accesses, there

8



will be no overhead. Slumberous cache [72] did more refinement with this idea with more

operation modes. A cache line goes into more deeper sleep (lower operation voltage) as one

is moved into more least recently used while becomes more sober with successive hits.

Now, it is time to consider the power gating. Careful consideration must be given to select

a part of cache to turn off because turn-off period must be long enough to compensate turn-

on and turn-off latencies. Cache Decay [57] takes strategy of turning off cache lines using

counters. Counters are increased periodically, and a cache line is turned off when a counter is

saturated. A decision to turn off is made statically, so sensitive to counter increase interval,

cache size, etc.

When we select victims to be turned off dynamically, the most probable choice will be from

the bottom of the LRU stack in a set [67]. (Actually, the above Slumberous cache utilized

this characteristic.) Dynamic Non-Uniform Cache Access (DNUCA) cache is in a good

configuration which we can make use of the LRU stack. Each cache line in a set spreads

over different banks, and makes transitions closer to the core every time it gets accessed.

Naturally, the banks forms array of LRU stacks - the closer to the cores, the more recently

is a cache line used. So, the farthest banks become candidates to be turned off. This idea is

implemented and experimented in [15].

This part of writing will be never complete without the discussion on the dynamic power.

The characteristics of local and share last level cache are quite different from the view point

of power control. The local cache is accessed very frequently, while the last level shared cache

gets much less accesses than the local caches. The local cache tends to be smaller, while the

last level cache is much bigger. So, dynamic power control have more visible effects on the

local cache memory, while the leakage power control becomes more important on the last

level cache. Dynamic power efficiency can be achieved from two directions. First, we can

explore chances for the power saving in the cache module. In case of a set associative cache,
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all the lines in a set are read out, and then one is selected. Power saving is possible if we

can predict the exact match. This idea is called way-prediction and explored in [83, 18].

Another chances of saving dynamic power can be found from outside of a cache module. For

example, in the inclusive cache memory, cache miss in the upper layer of the cache memory

system cascades into the next lower layer of the cache memory system. If a hit/miss can

be resolved early, then we can save extra power to search for a cache line. Early cache miss

decision is discussed in [69].

Design issues with other goals

As we discussed briefly above, the power wall drove the popularity multi-/many-core archi-

tectures to compensate performance loss from the weakened frequency scaling. The focus

of design trend has been changed from improving a single thread performance to improving

overall system throughput. This trend change caused unexpected conflict of design goals.

The multi-/many-core system runs multiple hardware threads or sometimes multiple pro-

cesses concurrently, so compared to the time sharing of a single core system, the importance

of resource sharing management spiked up in the system design.

The importance and designs for the fair sharing of the last level shared cache had been

discussed by many at [94, 84, 86, 106]. Dynamic partitioning of shared cache memory [94]

is one of the earliest approach to the cache partitioning in the multi-core system. It pointed

out the possible cache pollution by a thread which could cause higher miss rates for other

threads because of a single LRU scheme used in a set. Mechanisms to gather and keep

marginal gain of additional cache ways for each partition are designed to reach out optimal

point between partitions.

More refined approaches [84, 106] employed stack algorithm [67]. Utility based cache par-

titioning [84] discussed more efficient monitor design for stack algorithm. Dynamic set
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sampling method is developed to reduce implementation overhead which is huge drawback

to the stack algorithm. PIPP [106] controls cache partitioning by managing insertion point

of a new cache line in a LRU stack of a set. The authors pointed out that the cause for

the possible cache pollution would be the insertion point of a cache line when hit or newly

assigned to the cache. Cache pollution is weakened by limiting the insertion point of a thread

which causes cache pollution. However, cache ways are scaling slower then the number of

cores, this methods are liable with cache pollution at the tails of a LRU stack. Vantage

[86] took interesting twist on the cache partitioning. To solve weak scaling of cache ways

for the cache partitioning, the authors exploited hashing to make a set over-grown. When

a partition needs to be grown or reduced, a cache line is borrowed from and to unallocated

area.

As we discussed the relationship between the lower positions in the LRU stack and the

candidates to be turned off in [15], it may mislead us that the many of fair cache partitioning

mechanisms are friendly to the addition of the power gating mechanisms. Unfortunately,

complexity of design increases rapidly if we combine them without significant modifications.

For example, mechanisms such as the PIPP [106] and the vantage [86] increase activities

from LRU stack tail pollution or borrowing from unallocated area. This will decrease the

average expectancy of credible time for turning off.

Even mechanisms without special algorithms to improve efficiency of partitioning manage-

ment, there are still drawbacks of huge implementation overheads. Power control with mul-

tiple sleep modes [72, 57] added extra states of a cache line, so as the cache partitioning

mechanisms. Also, both work on the cache block granularity, we would end up augmenting

significant circuitry onto both the cache memory controller and tag arrays.

So, I. Kotera et.al [59] decided to increase control granularity to decrease implementation

overheads. They actually controls the cache partitioning and the power management with

the granularity of ways - by pinning the locations strictly in the set where as most of other
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cache partitioning mechanisms used LRU information (to figure out the position in the LRU

stack). The reason for the latter is to relax placement of cache lines in the partition. If

we strictly enforce the placement, cache blocks may be flushed out into the main memory

every time partitions are adjusted, which would be overhead on the performance especially

when this mechanism would work generic OS with context switches. Also, the degree of

set associativity is not scaling strongly compared to the number of cores, so the chances of

implementing this scheme onto a system with more cores will be limited.

2.1.2 System designs with dynamic change of goals

The system designs we have discussed so far in this chapter are to achieve static design

goals. In other words, the mechanisms to achieve the design goals work all the time until

the system is turned off. For example, fair cache mechanisms run all the time towards the

best system task throughput. Power control mechanisms always try to reduce leakage power

consumption while keeping the performance loss towards possible minimum. However, the

implication from a different direction of the power wall actually drove more diversity in the

trend of architecture designs.

The dark silicon design era [97] is to stress out a period after another technology turn, “uti-

lization wall”. While power budget increases quadratically due to leakage power, utilization

of a chip would be limited to the reverse of power budget as scaling of transistor technol-

ogy. In other words, it would become exponentially difficult to power a chip with the same

size with every new transistor technology scaling. The authors listed new design trends to

overcome the utilization wall. The examples are Near Thresh Hold Voltage (NTHV) tech-

nologies, Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS), etc. The DVFS technique is used to

increase performance of a performance sensitive thread by increasing its supply voltage while

other cores get less supply voltage. By doing so, a system would achieve better throughput
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while keeping the power budget of a system. Interesting twist of this scheme is to let a

DVFS system sprint until a system hits maximum cooling capacity. With repeated sprint

and then slow-down, a system can achieve better performance. The power management with

the DVFS scheme can have multiple configurations for different performance goals and can

be changed by a programmer or OS.

Other example of dynamic goal changes can be found in the HPC design domain. Researchers

[44, 99] discussed the possibility of exascale system by 2018 while suppressing power con-

sumption around 20 MW range. The power budget is a result of many design goal conflicts

- cooling, operation cost, etc. Because cooling is an important design challenge [14], as the

case of the DVFS implementations we discussed, HPC system can be operated with multiple

goals. We can intentionally run under-loaded nodes in a cooler state to save power while

the nodes would be recovering their states into normal operating states quick when loaded

fuller.

2.2 New technologies and system design goals

In this section, we will look at other technology trends and related design together with

design issues with design goals. While Moore’s law has proven robust over the best part of

the last 30 years, there are indications that it is abating and that the exponential increase

in the number of transistors per chip may come to an end within the next 10 years [98].

However, new technologies are on the horizon which may compensate for this trend. Indeed,

3D or 2.5D stacking technology [19, 26], and some new non-volatile memories [62, 95] are

some of the most promising examples.
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2.2.1 3D technologies and Non-Volatile Memory technologies

Overview of stacking technologies

Design with 3D technologies is being approached from many directions. The vertically

stacked gate approach reduces the short channel effects very efficiently, which means a sig-

nificant decrease in leakage power and faster switching. Stacked gate (Intel’s tri-gate tech-

nology [60]) enhances power efficiency and performance at the same time. This technology

has important applications at the architecture level. For example, consider the design of a

server processor where memory bandwidth is known to be a limiting factor, which means

that designers need to include comparatively large caches. Recent research [48] suggests that

stacking huge L3 caches on a single chip will be a tremendous way to enhance performance

and reduce power consumption, all without a significant increase in space.

The key benefit of 3D technology at the architectural level comes from the fact that hetero-

geneous processes or technologies can be integrated on the same chip in the different layers.

For example, DRAM or SRAM layers can be stacked on top of a processor layer or vice

versa. As a result, we can integrate more transistors within the given area by stacking them

vertically. Another benefit comes from the TSV (Through-Silicon Via) technology which can

be used as a support for high speed transport for data. Elpida [3] and Xilinx [8] have already

utilized TSV to scale the capacity of their devices by connecting multiple modules on the

same substrate via TSV. More specifically, these commercially available products [2, 26] are

built on the same substrate and are good examples of 2.5D technology.

We expect that large scale system design will potentially benefit from these architectural

characteristics of these new technologies. First, multi-layered integration will enable the

integration of more computing resources in a single chip. Indeed, increasing the computing

density is a crucial factor when we consider the expected scale of future computers. Second,
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the ability to include multi-layered heterogeneity (3D) or heterogeneity on the same substrate

(2.5D) will give us a better chance to render a chip more application-friendly by integrating

a variety of application-specific accelerators. As we discussed in the last section, this feature

will give us room for power efficiency, too. Turning off unused accelerators and selecting

ones with the better power and performance efficiency should enable us to achieve increased

degrees of node level performance and power efficiency.

Design issues with other goals

Of course, system design with 3D and 2.5D will not come without some downside. Indeed,

packing more computing devices on a single chip will make efficient cooling more difficult,

especially with 3D technology. Higher degrees of heterogeneity will add much more com-

plexity to the system management because each node in the heterogeneous system has more

variety in the power consumption and computation capacity.

Let’s estimate the complexity with a model of a chip with four multi-cores and a GPGPU.

Unlike the typical CPU, a GPU is specialized in data-parallel computations where hundreds

of threads can simultaneously execute the same set of instructions on independent pieces

of data. To accomplish this, most of the on-chip area of a GPGPU is dedicated to data

paths, thus minimizing the size of the local caches and complex control logics. GPGPUs

are power efficient from the view point of power density per computation, but the overall

power consumption of a GPGPU unit is quite visible. The power consumption of AMD APU

like model used in the work [103] is that the maximum power consumptions for each device

are 80W for CPU, and 63W for GPGPU, but the total must be kept under 100W. Each

section is subdivided into power control domains, for example, each core becomes a domain

in the CPU side. Each domain works with variable power supply voltages for power control.

So, we can expect the combinations would grow faster with the increase of heterogeneous
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components in the chip or in the system. Performance boost from the scaling heterogeneous

architectures would face challenges again from the design goal of power efficiency.

Steady scaling of transistor counts brings another challenge. Pin count scaling would not

catch up the bandwidth required by 2020 without significant design efforts [92]. Design

efforts such as on-chip memory controller, in-chip voltage regulators, etc. had been a help

to suppress trajectory of scaling. Additional architectural design effort such as compression

on the traffic between a CPU and the main memory [9] can be a help.

Block data transfer is also helpful for the bandwidth issue of a chip due to its high utilization

of a link. On top of that, high link utilization sometimes can be lead to better performance

from the high utilization of computing cores. This is especially true with stream program-

ming, for example. IBM Cell [54] chip employed this design approach. It has one power

processor core and 8 Synergetic Processing Elements(SPE) which is smaller than the power

core. Each SPE has local memory, and is connected via ring based network controlled by

Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller which resides inside each processing unit.

However, performance improvements come at a cost: their own local memory must be tai-

lored for the kind of access they require and must be explicitly programmed [34]. Data must

be divided into tiles, and the tiles must be assigned into input and output channels of a

worker (processing unit) by a programmer. A programmer must understand memory system

details precisely. The problem does not stop here. Because of the hardware details coded at

the user level, the codes are not easily portable to other systems. Programmability becomes

another challenge and system design goal.

Non-Volatile Memory technologies and design goals

Aside from 3D and 2.5D technologies, Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies open up

new system design opportunities as well. Power efficiency of memory system becomes crucial
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because the portion of memory system in overall power budget is growing fast over time.

For example, as discussed in [87], the power cost of memory operations will be the largest

share in the overall power usage of exascale systems. NVM technologies have obvious edge

on power consumption and area over volatile memory technologies. However, because of

slower access time, applications of NVM once stayed in the limited design area.

The challenge from the power wall started to be considered into more performance sensi-

tive designs. In [62], the authors discussed the designs for Phase-Change memories to be

substituted for the main memory. Of course, the substitution could be done at the cost of

considerable design efforts such as row buffering, row caching, wear reduction, wear leveling,

etc., but the cost is acceptable to overcome the power wall and to keep scaling of the size of

the main memory.

Researchers broadened the application of NVM even more. There are even some ideas such

as building every memory layer into a single NVM layer [12]. With single address space,

application states can be always kept as running because a binary can be run on the single

layer of memory system. The implication of the design will be huge especially with OS

design, so will require even more design efforts.

NVM technologies are currently entering into its next level. New technologies such as 3D

NAND device technologies, and Intel 3D Xpoint [30] are expected to enhance access time

and are efficiency significantly, they are more ready to replace the main memory technology.

Near Memory data service [38] expected new design trends from these new technologies.

Better performance means more chances for unified shared memory design, and reduced

needs for the caching. This property may give a Processor In Memory (PIM) architecture a

new life. Still, there would be performance disadvantage on the cross partition accesses, but

this disadvantage would be mitigated with applications with lots of data parallelism. PIM

architecture can be used for some models of nero-networks, so its application would broaden

into the area of machine learning.
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2.2.2 Reliability and design issues with other goals

We will look at the reliability issues especially with the two design issues of parameter vari-

ation and transient faults. Parameter variations affect the operation of a integrated circuit

in various ways after fabrication. These can be categorized into several types: parametric

variations, temporal variations, power and process variations, and cause variations in the

timing, power, stability, and quality specifications, and eventually reduce yield rates and

expected lifetime of a chip [43]. Parameter variations can occur during fabrication and its

effects are permanent. Alternatively, transient faults cause errors such as bit flips due to

radiation. Overall, they result in failure in achieving the performance desired by the user.

Parameter Variation and Reliability

Parameter variation is expected to cause even more challenging problems with verification

and fabrication yield in deep sub-micron technology. However, efforts to enhance fabrication

yield under parameter variation have been underway for some time already: for instance,

vendors have sold chips with different cache memory size by shutting off a bank which has

been determined, at verification time, to be faulty. Also, chips of varying quality from the

same design are being commercialized for marginal profit. Generally, the quality differences

are in their power consumption rating, their operation frequency, their operation voltage, or

their number of cores.

Due to the continued exponential increase in the amount of available logic on a chip, the

impact of parameter variation will become increasingly significant. In [10], the verification

cost and the yield will take up a significant portion of the overall cost, which may even slow

down the scaling of transistors in the future.
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Thus, to compensate for the verification costs and increase the chip yield rate, various

approaches have been explored. One possibility is to make a design more variation-tolerant

at each design layer. The key idea would thus be to use the inherently available redundancy

and some additional control logic to compensate to some degree for parameter variation or

even permanent failures in the system logic [64] or the memory cells [76]. Mostly, we can

expect that chips after verification are “good” chips. The other approach is, in a sense,

bolder: chips with some internal faults can be sold but they will be provided with a more

sophisticated architectural support to correct for incorrect execution results [10].

However, these solutions remain somewhat narrow-focused: while they can guarantee exe-

cution correctness, they do not take their impact on the overall system into account. For

example, check-pointing and recovery can consume a significant number of clock cycles, and

together with synchronization in large scale systems, it is not easy to evaluate the impact

on the overall system performance. Indeed, automatic control mechanisms to compensate

parameter variations often lack a system-level point of view, which sometimes means that

other system design goals are ignored. For example, some techniques to compensate the

variation of VTH can lead to more variation in leakage current [24]. In other words, uniform

performance is achieved at the cost of irregular power consumption.

Transient Faults and Reliability

Even a chip which has successfully passed the verification process can still exhibit some

kinds of failures, especially some which are transient. Typical transient faults in CMOS

technology-based chips are dielectrical breakdown [81], hot-carrier induced degradation [29],

radiation-induced transient faults [63, 104], etc.

Generally, different techniques have been developed in control logic and memory cells in

order to detect and correct the errors caused by the issues mentioned above. In the case
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of control logic, redundant execution [88] and check-pointing [90] are some of the most

popular methods. However, the cost for additional hardware or re-execution is significant on

a chip with more concurrent execution contexts. However, both methods require significant

numbers of transistors to add redundant logic or speculative storage. Both techniques require

additional cycles to decide that the execution results are acceptable. In the case of check-

pointing, it will take additional time to recover the previous state and re-execute. Redundant

execution suffers from high hardware overhead if the control path is complex, and it causes

low utilization of redundant logic. This issue is expected to become a particularly important

issue with multi-core architecture design. Compiler generated signatures can be helpful to

reduce overhead as discussed in [63].

On the other hand, for the memory cells, hardware-based methods such as an ECC memory,

utilizing redundant cells, etc. are a better choice. Under more faulty situations, other

hardware-based approaches are favored. For example, a micro controller can be embedded

inside a NAND Flash memory-based SSD to handle more complicated control requirements

such as tracking faulty cells and remapping their use with healthy cells [65]. Wear-leveling

is done with the complex control logics to extend the life-cycle [31].

Even with continuing improvements in operation frequency and feature size, new technologies

like 3D-stacking are offering yet another approach to continue increasing the density of

transistor integration. For instance, the Mean-Time-To-Failure (MTTF) of multiple hard

disks [49] will be much smaller than that of a single hard disk. Further, the issue of reliability

raises even more complicated design issues: in [79], the mere possibility of degradation of a

system could actually limit the scalability of a large scale multi-processor systems. This is

actually an excellent example how system design can be deeply entangled with the multiple

design goals of performance and reliability.

In [70], to address the problem of conflicting goals in the design of a system, the concept of

performability was suggested and discussed. One key idea behind performability is that per-
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formance is degradable, and must thus be considered together with reliability. The challenge

the author found was the discrepancy between performance metrics and reliability metrics,

and thus suggested a specific model based system evaluation to fill the gap. However, while

the idea was modeled and developed with communication or network system, it has some

limitations to be applied to the design of future systems. Many models come from the

stochastic random process model, so inherently assumes each component in the system is

homogeneous. Besides, even some components like FPGA are mutable. Furthermore, power

consumption is quite important during the system’s operation time, and thus must be con-

sidered as equally important to performance and reliability. In other words, the design goal

conflicts would be more complex with more conflicting goals.
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Chapter 3

Problem Definition

After the technology turn by the power wall, there have been myriad hardware/software

designs to tackle domain specific issues focusing on one of the power efficiency, performance,

and fair sharing. Because of the significance of power efficiency, many designs were suggested

with notable changes over previous approaches. Sometimes, the changes triggered some

design goals conflicts unexpectedly.

This kinds of unexpected design goal conflicts could be handled if a design could take policies

for conflicting goals without significant modifications on mechanisms. The necessary condi-

tion would be good separation between mechanisms and policies for a specific design for a

design goal. It could be achieved much easier with explicit resource indexing/addressing.

In the first section of this chapter, we will discuss how this design strategy can solve conflict-

ing design issues as we discussed in Chapter 2. Then, we will discuss design issues when we

apply explicit resource indexing on the last level shared cache design to resolve conflicting

design goals.
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3.1 Logical addressing mechanism to combine the mul-

tiple design goals

3.1.1 System design requirements and combining different goal

driven designs

Even though a system can sometimes be designed for a special purpose, there must be many

detailed requirements. We call them system design goals in this work (also, aforementioned

special purpose is one of the goals). The system design goals are power efficiency, performance

efficiency, fair resource sharing, programmability, etc. Interestingly, as we will discuss below

with details, other design goals could fail to meet the requirements while focusing on a

specific goal.

Case study: leakage power control and fair resource sharing

Let’s extend some of discussions we made in Chapter 2. We discussed conflicting design

goals between the power control mechanisms for the leakage current [41, 72, 57, 15] and the

fair sharing on the shared cache [94, 84, 86, 106]. If both mechanisms were to added, the

implementation overhead from cache line states and extra circuitry would be significant. The

mechanisms are per a set, and increased number of states for the sleepiness status will tax

the controller design significantly due to the increased state transitions on top of the states

and transitions from the already complex cache coherence protocol. Inter-operation between

the two is another issue because both mechanisms/policies work on the same structure.

Even though we select a power control mechanism from ones that utilizes stack algorithm,

extra complexity is still left. The example of a power control mechanism with stack algorithm

used on the shared cache design can be found in [15]. The stack algorithm is well established
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as part of the Dynamic Non Uniform Cache Access (DNUCA) architecture. Because cache

lines in the DNUCA cache are migrating up and down between cores, the distance between

a core and a bank behaves the role of the stack distance. Actually, this characteristic is very

good considering the implementation overhead of the stack algorithm.

However, the benefits which may work for the cache partitioning stop here. On the multi-

core architecture, a cache line may need to move into additional direction when there are

many hops between the cores. Then, there are multiple possible positions at the same stack

distance. The multiple possible positions mean that there can be multiple search routes.

Therefore, the cache line migration route and the banks for a partition must be kept. The

state information for the partitioning will increase rapidly, and even more with 3D stacked

architectures. Another challenge of integrating cache partitioning comes from the stack

insertion point. Some partitioning scheme such as the PIPP [106] makes use of varying

insertion points in the stack. It takes constant time to insert into varying positions with

the flat structure in the set associative cache, but would be much tricker with the DNUCA

because the exact insertion point must be traversed instead of being inserted directly.

Case study: high scaled architectures and performance driven mechanisms

The power wall issue actually changed the trajectory of frequency scaling, so performance

cannot be easily boosted from the frequency scaling. Rather, chip designers are supposed to

search for the chances of performance boost from the scaled transistor counts. Accordingly,

the performance oriented designs at the cost of extra logics may not be easily scaled.

The DNUCA cache design [58] is a good example which transforms extra silicon into better

performance. Better average access time on the cache memory is achieved via cache line

migration mechanisms, more complex on-chip network over Uniform Cache Access (UCA)

designs, etc. However, if we scale this design further and integrate it into more complex
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design such as into multi-/many-cores, unexpected problems are unleashed. One of the most

noticeable issues is the possible ping-pong effect. The performance benefit of the DNUCA

cache stems from the migration of a cache block to the closer bank. The migration happens

dynamically when hits. However, in the multi-core design, another direction of migration is

added, and if hits from the different cores, a cache line can move horizontally (let’s assume

that vertical direction is farther and closer from a bank). More complication comes from the

search path for a cache block.

Naturally, a method to limit the degree of freedom for a cache block movement is required

with an accompanying search scheme. Possibly, a cache partitioning can be helpful to limit

the degree of freedom of cache line migration. The idea is explored in [51]. To keep the

dynamic placement of a cache line, the degree of freedom in partitioning is restricted. Because

of separate partitions, the design is in need of global lookup mechanism which functions as

a cache of address tags located at the equally farthest hop from each core.

Because the implementation cost is notable, we may consider different strategies. In [20],

the authors suggested the use of high speed transmission line to access the equally farthest

located cache structure to search for a tag. The idea of high speed transmission line is

increasing wire dimension to improve characteristics for data transmission. So, the cost is

extra area for the transmission lines and driving circuitry. Another direction is giving up the

cache line migration totally. Reactive NUCA cache design [47] interacts with OS to figure out

which ones are private pages, and which ones are not. In case of state changes between being

shared and being private, the related pages must be shoot-down and then being re-mapped.

Private ones will be put to the local cache while shared one is interleaved throughout sharers.

Considering the initial accolade of the DNUCA designs for the impressive performance, it is

really unfortunate to see that the increased complexity might limit the usage of the original

DNUCA design ideas.
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Before closing this short survey, I will list other expected issues with high scaled archi-

tectures/chips. Pin scaling issue [92] was shortly discussed in sub-section 2.2.1. The key

observation behind the pin scaling issue is the cost. External pins and interconnection to

them are not scaling well, but most of the extra pins from scaling must be invested to the

power pins. As a result, data bandwidth would fail to catch up the performance scaling. In

other words, performance would be limited by the pin scaling.

Programmability will be another critical issue with high scaled architecture, especially when a

designer selects various heterogeneous computing components to achieve power/performance

efficiency. For example, as widely adapted, GPGPU can be integrated on chip. The GPGPU

is originally developed for processing high definition 3D graphic. Pixels can be calculated

independently, so thousands of threads can work independently to handle high definition

3D image in realtime. The benefits of computing power on fine-grained data parallelism in

the 3D graphic image is brought into generic programming language such as C with API

called CUDA[80]. Because of the heterogeneity from the generic CPU architecture, it has

distinctive structure of coding style such as stream programming, SPMD style programming,

etc. Even though the APIs can be used in the generic programming, a programmer must

run how to program the GPGPU.

3.1.2 Merging different goal driven mechanisms and explicit re-

source addressing

If integrating different mechanisms are very difficult, then we should rethink our approach

to the system design. One way is to make a system extremely goal driven. However, except

embedded applications, generally a system design has various specifications, so a designer

tends to search for designs with specific goals to satisfy the specifications. For example, a

HPC is designed for performance basically, but strong power efficiency is another important
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goal of a design because we need to achieve the goal of the limited power budget, 20 MW by

2018 for a exascale system while 120 MW of power budget is expected considering current

trajectory of technology trend [44, 87]. Without considering expected power efficiency issue,

design scaling is a challenging issue because we might not simply scale performance with a

proven design.

Let’s think about a design scaling example with a specific goal driven mechanism to figure

out a proper approach to handle the challenges. Surprisingly, we can find one easily. A

skyscraper design is a good example of scaled design over multi-story building. There are

many significant differences between the two. Due to the high scaled floor counts, the

capacity increases significantly over a multi-story building. As a result, the methodology to

handle traffic during rush hour differs a lot. Design decisions related to elevators are one of

the important decisions to handle the high volume of the traffic. For example, we may want

to add a high speed elevator considering the increased floor count. However, a high speed

elevator would charge more cost to install than a regular one, so we can decide to install how

many of each only after a balance between speed and throughput is explored.

It would be very inefficient if a high speed elevator stops at every floor. We should take

the characteristics of the traffic into account to set up stops for a high speed elevator. The

same applies to the regular ones with different degree of skipping floors to improve efficiency.

We can raise a question of how the characteristics of the traffic are made. A skyscraper

can be divided into multiple sections for a business, shopping, and living area where many

floors are held. Within a business area, a company can take multiple continuous floors for

the efficiency of co-work. From the observations such as the total traffic and traffic pattern

from each section, we can choose stops for a high speed elevator. A stop at each section, or

sometimes at a big business units can be placed. A traffic characteristic also can be utilized

to handle the traffic in and out of the building. Of course, the roads around a skyscraper

must be adjusted for the increased traffic after construction. However, adding more lanes
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are not easy, so we may want to manage the bursting traffic to improve utilization of roads

nearby by adjusting commuting time between sections or big business units.

A performance efficient mechanism (a high speed elevator) is integrated well in the skyscraper.

Assigning stops and adjusting commuting time slots are the result of policies which can be

changed over time. The reason behind the successful integration of a high speed elevator can

be found from the flexibility in management. More specifically, the flexibility is observed

in two directions. One is from the flexibility of adjusting stops and commuting time, and

the other is multiple policies on the same mechanism. Actually, adjusting commuting time

is part of resolving bursting traffic issue of in and out-of the skyscraper, but the part of

policies for it is implemented without conflicts on the elevator traffic control. Therefore, we

can point out the reason for the successful design integration in the skyscraper is due to the

flexibility. Then, where comes the flexibility? The flexibility comes from the fact that we

can control the mechanism (setting stops for the high speed elevator) with “explicit” address

to index resources (here, the floor number).

The examples of explicit resource addressing actually can be found between the architecture

designs. Architecture designs with Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [68, 45,

46] are some of them. In the architectures, voltage and frequency are scaled on demand.

For example, when more parallelism is required, one can run as many concurrent threads

as possible and adjust frequency and voltage to satisfy power budget. When performance

boost is required for a specific workload or thread, then the selected ones get more power

while others get limited power depend on the overall power budget. All the managements

are possible because the core ID and thread/process ID are known already.

However, unfortunately, the idea of explicit resource addressing is not universal in the archi-

tecture design. For example, a cache memory system, especially, the one with set associative

cache memory is generally hidden from the programmer’s view. So a cache controller man-

ages cache blocks reactively, in other words, when being accessed. For the respective, a
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request on a cache line should be searched in a set of cache blocks because the cache blocks

are kept from the access history, not from the programmer’s intension. The nature of the

cache memory system - the requested cache line must be searched for - actually makes it

difficult to integrate other designs for specific design goals without significant design change.

From now on, the focus of discussion will stay on the shared cache memory design to explain

the benefits and design challenges of the explicit resource addressing to integrate with other

goal driven designs and how to scale one.

3.2 Design tradeoffs

Applying explicit resource addressing on the shared cache memory design can bring many

benefits. We will explore how the design challenges we discussed in Chapter 2 can be handled

by adding explicit resource addressing. Then, our discussion will reach out the design issue

of adding explicit resource addressing on the shared cache memory.

3.2.1 How extra resource indexing can handle design challenges

on the last level shared cache

In this sub section, we will examine the benefits in some cases we discussed previously. How

multiple goal driven mechanisms can be handled with explicit resource addressing comes

first. As the name indicates, the explicit resource addressing works similarly to the virtual

addressing which is designed to give abstraction for the main memory. So does explicit

resource addressing on the shared cache for the shared cache. Therefore, similar benefits can

be expected on the scaled shared cache in the handling of traffic.
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Figure 3.1: Example of future chip architecture.

Explicit resource indexing and integrating multiple goal driven mechanisms

In the previous section, the difficulty of merging the two mechanisms of power control and

cache partitioning was discussed. In the closing of the discussion, cache partitioning mech-

anism itself can be challenging when we bring the idea into the multi-banked cache configu-

ration. Let’s see how explicit resource indexing can be helpful for the design challenges.

Before start, we’d better define the target architecture for the discussion. The target ar-

chitecture is a chip scaled enough to consider all the challenging issues of power efficiency

management, fair resource sharing, etc. The idea of 3D stacked architectures/chips are be-

coming more and more popular as we can see the examples in [105, 48]. Therefore, a chip
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Figure 3.2: Examples of benefits with the extra resource indexing is used.
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with multi-stacked and heterogeneous architectures can be a good candidate. Figure 3.1

depicts an example with many structures when scaling is considered. Different sized green

colored boxes stand for heterogeneous computing components such as multi-/many-core ar-

chitecture, GPGPU, etc. High speed transport such as Through Silicon Via (TSV) between

layers would be helpful to handle performance sensitive traffic between layers. I also assume

the use of heat pipes for cooling efficiency on the multi-stacked chip. In the case of the

cache memory, multiple banked cache designs interconnected with the 3D mesh network are

considered. Because of the TSV, links are heterogenous: vertical links of TSV are faster

than the links on the same layer.

The possible benefits on the raised issues are depicted in Figure 3.2. We can relocate per-

formance sensitive data nearer to the high speed transport such as TSV for the better per-

formance efficiency. This relocations would result in smaller residency of the performance

sensitive traffic on slower links. On the while, by moving frequently accessed data nearer to

the heat pipes, we can achieve better cooling efficiency. Two types of mechanisms with differ-

ent goals can be integrated without significant design change due to any of them. Of course,

there would be interference between the two mechanisms. However, the virtual addressing

- resource indexing, here index to each bank - provides medium to implement mechanisms

which can adjust the interference.

The fair resource management can be added while dynamic data placement is still possible.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of cache partitioning. A partitioning policy works on with

explicit resource addressing via mapping each partition onto a set of banks in the example.

Again, because of the virtual addressing, we can still implement data relocation in order

to improve performance together with cache partitioning. This can be achieved by limiting

the domain of possible mapping by sharing the partitioning information when applying data

relocation. Similar strategy can be applied for power saving. After limiting placement of

data to make banks which are not accessed or rarely accessed for the time being, we can
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Figure 3.3: Example of cache partitioning.

turn off them for better power efficiency. Again, the power control mechanism can share the

partitioning information to avoid unfair resource stealing by turning off banks on a partition

blindly.

Explicit resource indexing and traffic control

The next design domain to apply explicit resource indexing is where traffic control is required.

The benefits are quite similar to those of the example of the skyscrapers. One big difference

is the abstraction. We human beings have intelligence to adopt the changes from relocation

of the offices, or the commuting route to take from the changed stops of high speed elevators.
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So, we do not have any problems with static addressing only if a well updated directory can

be found at the front of a skyscraper. However, data, especially cached ones are different.

Each has its tag, but the tag indicates only where it is originated from. Explicit resource

indexing works similarly to virtual addressing which provides abstraction in order to separate

its placement from the location in the cache memory. This kind of abstraction lets a cache

memory controller relocate data.

Another chances for the benefit can be found with the issues from the limited pin scaling

discussed in the previous section. One of the solutions discussed is utilizing data compression

[9]. This scheme can be translated as a method to increase capacity of a link without

increasing pin counts or operation frequency. A method from explicit resource indexing can

find chances from different direction. Now that we can index internal of the cache memory,

a block transfer or a method similar to Direct Memory Access (DMA) [42] can be used, and

this will improve a link utilization between the chip and the main memory. We might enjoy

the amount of benefits more when a high speed transport could be applied just like the case

of the high speed elevator in the skyscraper.

Explicit resource indexing also gives opportunities to improve performance on the issues

related to internal traffic. One good example can be found in the reactive NUCA [47]. The

key idea of the cache design is to map private data onto private partition while shared data

onto sharers’ partitions interleaved. By doing so, we can avoid bank conflicts when a shared

chunk of data is mapped on a single bank.

Another benefit on the internal traffic control is more freedom in the choice of on-chip

network topology. Without explicit resource indexing, the possible design option is the

interleaved cache design. A part of address field (generally least significant bits next to the

internal block addressing bits) is selected as an index to a bank. Especially, when the bank

counts are small, this approach is quite efficient especially with a simple ring topology. A ring

topology has some good characteristics of fixed round trip latency, efficiency on broadcasting
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by piggy-backing, etc. So, this design approach have been utilized to tweak the performance

of cache coherence [16, 66], and even popular choices for the commercial chips such as the

Intel Sandy Bridge chip [45]. However, with a design shown in Figure 3.1, scaled hop counts

makes the use of simple network topology difficult. Additionally, lots of heterogeneity with

link latencies, types of computing devices, etc. would require careful handling of traffic which

would be very difficult without explicit resource addressing to manage the cache memory.

3.2.2 Design issues when integrating extra resource addressing on

the last level shared cache

Adding explicit resource addressing scheme on the shared cache memory has its own imple-

mentation cost. As we can see the example of virtual memory, adding abstraction to the

placement of data requires significant design efforts. Also, there can be wide spectrum of

design choices depending on how much amount of design will be implemented with hard-

ware/software. Therefore, the virtual memory design took some time to be adapted into the

domain of personal computing in ’80s. We remember Bill Gates said that 640 KB ought to

be enough for anybody [22]. Interestingly, some Intel chips on the market have 128 MB of

Level 4 cache memory [5] which is bigger than the average size of the main memory in late

’90s when Microsoft’s multi-processing OS, Microsoft Windows prevailed personal comput-

ing market. Therefore, with capacity scaling, our view on the efficient use of cache capacity

could be changed, so with addition of explicit resource addressing.

Like the virtual memory, applying the explicit resource addressing on the last level shared

cache is exposed to the similar issues. Internal fragmentation issue of paging is similar to

false sharing of a cache block. To keep the mapping information, careful caching strategy is

required to reduce overhead of accessing a table to keep large mapping information. Those

issues actually come from the issue of granularity to manage mappings.
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Design issue of explicit resource indexing: granularity of a mapping

Mapping granularity is sensitive to the performance and capacitance efficiency. If we enlarge

the granularity of mapping, some chances of performance improvement comes from increased

utilization of a communication link and spacial locality. However, the chances of fetching

data which would not be used increased, so we generally keep smaller granularity for the

smaller sized storage for better capacity utilization, and bigger granularity for the bigger

sized storage expecting better performance. Now, we can have bigger sized shared cache, we

may have a different granularity to manage the last level shared cache.

Here is an example of benefits from increased granularity of data placement. In [105], the

authors increased management granularity to a size of a page (4 KB) between the last level

shared cache and the on-chip 3D stacked main memory. Increased granularity is in order to

utilize high speed transport (more specifically, to utilize the TSV), and access efficiency on

the DRAM memory. Still, the shared cache itself is managed with a cache block granularity

of 64 Byte, so significant design efforts were spared to perform operations with a page

granularity on the cache memory with a block granularity.

With respect to the idea of explicit resource indexing, there are some cache partitioning

designs on the multi-banked shared cache memory [56, 21] which mapped each cache blocks

onto each bank. Both methods made partitions on the shared cache by assigning some banks

onto a process. A bank is actually very big chunk of data to be managed at once, so each

scheme takes its own strategy to manage overhead. Bank-aware Dynamic Cache Partitioning

[56] sub-partitioned a bank into a granularity of a cache way. Considering many chips on the

market, the total cache ways - the degree of a set associativity generally 16 or 24. So, the

approach actually manages the last level shared cache with 1/16 or 1/24 of a bank. Jigsaw

[21] is a scaled-up version of a uniform access cache memory with cache partitioning. A bank

can be shared between different partitions but the internal partitioning of a bank is managed
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by a local controller dynamically. In case of adjustment on the bank mapping, moving a big

chunk of data might be required. Page mapping is also managed for this purpose.

As we discussed, choice of proper granularity is tightly coupled with goal specific designs.

All the examples here tend to prefer bigger granularity. Another important design issue with

the explicit resource indexing is related to the Operating System. If our design choice of

granularity hits the size of a page, it is the same granularity used in the virtual memory

system. Of course, if a designer intentionally utilizes some features from the virtual memory

system, the granularity can be a useful interface to communicate with the virtual memory

system. For example, Jigsaw [21], the authors made use of the page mapping in order to

detect shared pages. This is possible because a page miss/fault event is generated when a

page is accessed newly from other process or core, and desired functionality was added at

the miss/fault handling mechanism. In the following, we will discuss a design issue when an

explicit resource addressing on the shared cache memory is inter-operate with the OS.

Explicit resource indexing and the virtual memory system

In this part of discussion, we will take a look at performance issues of the virtual memory

system focusing on the its caching mechanism, Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB). Then,

design issues related to the explicit resource indexing on the shared cache design will be

presented.

As the essence part of the virtual memory system depends on the logical to physical address

translation, the performance overhead must be compensated by the efficient caching of the

address pairs. For the purpose of efficiency caching, most of CPUs on the market have a

TLB to keep temporal copies of the virtual to physical address mapping pairs which are

read from the table in the main memory which is called the page table. So, the performance
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efficiency of this caching system would come from the rate of TLB misses over instructions

or TLB accesses.

TLB misses are very effectively decreased with increased reach of a TLB. To keep the table

size small, larger granularity (larger sized pages) are very helpful to reduce the miss rate

[33]. However, with some exceptions, 4 KB pages worked efficiently with tested workloads

in ’90s. The sizes of workloads have increased dramatically over a decade, so there have

been many approaches to increase the reach of TLB caching. TLB cache adopted multiple

layered design to increase TLB reach while getting marginal average access time increase.

Bigger sized pages such as 2 MB and 1 GB sized pages are added as recent Intel Chips

[53]. Suggested approaches are not enough for some server workloads as discussed in [17].

The authors showed that 51% of execution time was spent with 4 KB pages while 10% of

execution time was still taken with 2 MB pages in their experiments. Therefore, to reduce the

counts of TLB misses even more, a hybrid scheme mixed with segmentation was suggested

and tested.

Other challenges come from the recent popularity of parallel system designs such as many-

/multi-cores. Because a single page table entry can be cached at multiple TLBs, a synchro-

nization issue called TLB shoot down [4] is raised. A TLB shoot down is required when

there are any changes on the page table. Stale mappings must be removed from every TLB,

so they must be shoot down by an OS service routine. Because OS services are generally

interrupt driven, a TLB shoot down also depends on the same. However, the performance

overhead of inter-core interrupt is really expensive, so the authors of [102] measured that 24%

of total execution time was spent only on the TLB shoot down event in their experiment.

There have been many works which suggested solution for this issue. Many of them utilized

a design of shared last level TLB to build a synchronization operation without the use of

expensive inter-core interrupt. The followings references utilized shared TLB structure, but
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did extra contributions. The impact of shared TLB entry misses and its predictable misses

are discussed in [23]. Performance impact on the false TLB shoot down is discussed in [102].

By the way, discussed designs can make inter-operation difficult between the virtual memory

system and the explicit resource addressing mechanism on the shared cache memory. If an

extra resource indexing manages mappings with 4 KB pages, larger page sizes in the virtual

memory system can give extra complexity to manage the difference. Even further, page miss

event itself would not exist in some Operating System designs [32] or will be very rare [17].

New hardware mechanisms such as shared TLB cache designs also would give design issues

of how to interface with the explicit resource addressing.

Actually, designs such as the OS with 64 bit single address space [32] and hybrid approach

with segmentation [17] are quite different from TLB based solutions [23, 102] in the design

directions. The former considered TLB caching as a performance overhead while the latter

tried improvement on the TLB. If we want our explicit resource addressing mechanisms to

interface with the virtual memory system, we should assume one of the design directions.
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Chapter 4

Data Shepherding Cache Description

Data Shepherding cache design is my solution to add an explicit resource addressing mech-

anism to the last level shared cache. The Data Shepherding Cache design assumes multi

banked cache structure, and a page is a basic unit of management in each bank. A page is

where each cache line will be shepherded. We can add various policies on the Data Shep-

herding Cache in order to achieve a certain purpose, such as, power optimization, resource

sharing management, performance optimization, etc.

If most accesses are within smaller hop counts, better average access time can be achieved,

which means better performance. If most accesses are within a set of cache banks, we can

control power consumption of other banks by power gating at the unused banks, which can

be translated into better power efficiency. To implement mechanisms of the listed function-

alities, the Data Shepherding will provide a good abstraction for the various mechanisms to

share and to be built on.

In the following, we will describe the details of data shepherding cache design.
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4.1 Overall Data Shepherding cache Design

In this chapter, we will suggest solutions to the key design issues raised in the previous

chapter. Especially, the key features of the possible solution must have a strategy for good

data mapping and its logical addressing with respect to banks. As wire delays become a

more significant design issue with new feature sizes, more hop counts and more banks for

the bigger sized caches would be more popular choice than longer wires and smaller bank

counts. So, the degree of freedom of data placement is important because the degree of

non-uniformness in delays to different banks grows as the count of banks increased. With

this new design trend, traditional placement in a set cannot easily achieve the expected

placement freedom. If stacking technology becomes more popular, then it is possible to see a

whole layer of shared cache which consists of many banks interconnected via mesh network.

In this cache configuration, fault tolerance and power control mechanisms will seem to be

added per bank instead of smaller granularity such as cache line considering the overhead of

logics to be added.

The traditional placement - placement freedom in a set - actually has very nice modern twist

for the future large multi-bank shared cache. They are cache designs such as NUCA caches

[51, 15, 56, 47, 77], which enhance performance by migration of more frequently used cache

lines into the vicinity of cores. We can see this approach as the degree of freedom extended

in a cache set, but the actual placement is abstracted away, so we do search for a line when

special handling such as power control is required. The search time is proportional to the

number of hop counts multiplied by the tag access time, so the applicability to the strongly

scaled cache design such as stacked cache design is in question. The size of cache line itself

is another issue with the traditional placement. In case of adding power saving mechanism

such as power gating, we may want to add it per bank to reduce the amount of logic and

complexity. However, it is not easy to decide which bank to turn off because cache lines in a

bank can be shared by many cores or threads. To get a sense of enough confidence to turn
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off a bank, we need to inspect line by line, or add special mechanisms only to get a level of

confidence.

We can conclude that the granularity and the freedom of mapping are some of design keys

for the future cache memory design. The followings are main design features of Data Shep-

herding cache. The first two bullets are about granularity and the freedom of mapping. The

other bullets are features for the design efficiency.

• Increased mapping granularity. A page is selected instead of a cache line to reduce

overhead of storage to keep details of mapping.

• Mapping to a bank. This is not mere extension from a set conceptually. The de-

gree of freedom can adapt network topology and cooling demand(with the information

whose location is closer to heat pipe, etc.).

• Utilizing existing architecture design. Many CPU designs have a structure called

Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) [42]) which is a mapping table between virtual

address and physical address in a page granularity. I added a field on each entry of the

TLB to keep the bank mapping information.

• Utilizing scratch pad memory. Another design decision is the use of scratch pad

memory for each bank. With bank mapping information, the location of a cache line

is known already. So, it is required to track whether a line is cached (read) or not.

To implement above ideas, we need various mechanisms with different functionalities. Let’s

think about the design impact of larger granularity first. Because a cache line is a useful

unit considering the size of data types consumed in CPU and the network bandwidth (and

its impact on turn-around time), I decide to limit the role of bigger granularity. A page is

bound to a specific bank, while transactions in the cache memory system are still handled
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in a unit of a cache line. So, in the shared last level cache of the Data Shepherding cache,

each cache line will be shepherded to a specific bank where a page is mapped.

The followings are mechanisms related to mapping between a page and a bank.

• Data structure for mapping information details. The expected size of mapping

table is not negligible, but also the issue of locating data in the cache accurately is a

significant design challenge because bank mapping information is shared and available

to all the CPU cores. To reduce this overhead, I decided to utilize a TLB mechanism,

especially a multi-level TLB.

• Placement/replacement of a page mapping. Whenever we need a new mapping,

a victim must be selected and replaced with a new mapping. However, because of

larger granularity, the write-back process is more complicated.

• Routing mechanism for a cache line transaction. We can consider the page

mapping information as a part of address used only in the cache memory system.

Based on the bit field of a bank number, on-chip router will forward a transaction to

a correct destination.

A bank mapping between a page and a bank is done only when a new page is brought into

the TLB, and the mapping is gone when the TLB line is evicted from the TLB cache. Even

though most of mechanisms are hardware only, but the state of a bank mapping is kept

in the TLB, the mapping information can be visible instead of being hidden in the case of

the set associative cache design. In this sense, I would like to describe this explicit address

for a bank mapping as logical addressing. Because the bank mappings are visible now,

combined with extra information related to power control mechanism or usage information,

we can implement other mechanisms for the purpose of power saving, resolving unfair usage

of shared cache between cores, etc. without notable interference from each other. The figure

4.1 describes the overall data placement mechanism with the Data Shepherding.
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Figure 4.1: cache line placement of the Data Shepherding Cache.
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Additionally, a cache line location in the last level shared cache is known during the virtual

to physical address translation, so we can simplify (or ditch out) comparator/multiplexer

logics to find a matching tag in a set as we can see in the set associative caches. Therefore,

we can utilize a scratch pad memory for each bank instead of set associative cache. A scratch

pad memory is more area efficient; accordingly access time on a bank will be reduced, and

better power efficient can be achieved. We will discuss the benefits with more details about

this in Section 4.4.

In the following sub chapters, we will discuss each mechanism with more details.

4.2 Detailed mechanisms for Placement and Replace-

ment

The efficient design of the internal resource addressing mechanism is quite similar to that

of a skyscraper. For each employer to go to the office where s/he is hired, correct address

is known to s/he, and also, s/he may need to refer to a building map. A new office may

move in, or one of the offices may want to move out. In any case, the in and out must

be managed and recorded by the build management department. In this section, we will

discuss mechanisms to keep the management of the bank mappings, and how to find the

bank mapping information.

4.2.1 Retrieving bank mapping information and TLB cache design

Keeping a bank mapping as a field at the TLB entry will save efforts to keep the page

address because both a bank mapping and a physical to logical address look-up have a

page address as a search key. So, during both the instruction fetch and load/store stages,
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a bank number also can be retrieved together with physical address from the TLB cache

memory during the process of virtual to physical address translation. To accommodate a

bank number, I expect additional hardware overhead from the increased bus width. However,

the incensement is marginal compared to the size of address field. We expect bank number

would not scale beyond hundreds due to the network latency might reduce the performance

benefit, so the incensement would be marginal considering the address field size/word size

of 64 bit computing. Therefore, implementing Data Shepherding mechanisms on the TLB

cache is necessary in order to avoid redundant design efforts of having duplicate tag addresses

as key values.

Bank address look-up will be done during the virtual to physical address translation, so we

have a mechanism to correctly find the location of a cache line. One thing to note here is

that this does not mean that we can find data at the shared last level cache all the time.

The Data Shepherding mechanism only guarantees the location of a page in the shared cache

where a cache line refers to. Just like the fact that knowing location of an employee does

not mean that the employee is in the office now.

Two kinds of implementations are possible with this issue. One is keeping the concept of

“cache miss.” Let’s keep a valid bit for each cache line, and set the value to 0 when not

cached, but set to 1 when data is read from the main memory. By making a look-up to this

bit, the shared cache memory controller can decide whether to send a request to the deeper

memory layer - here, the main memory - or not. Another possible direction is utilizing a

bulk or block data transfer between the shared cache and the main memory. Consecutive

access on the same page performs way better in each memory module (of the main memory),

so the second approach might be a good way of improving performance. However, I decided

to depend on the first one because I want to measure the baseline performance of the Data

Shepherding cache memory. The goal and limitation of my evaluation methods are described

with more details in Chapter 5.
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Before we move on to the next topic, let’s further discuss the tag array of each bank. Even

though the Data Shepherding cache utilizes scratchpad memory for each bank, but it is

impossible to remove the tag structure entirely and easily. As we discussed, a valid bit

is required the tracking whether a cache line has cached from the main memory. A dirty

bit is needed to check whether the copy has been updated or not. Also, cache coherence

status must be kept. As discussed in [91], many more states than the base states are needed

to describe all the transient states, but the transient states are generally kept at the Miss

Handling Registers (MSHR), the states at the tag entry can remain fewer in number. MESI

cache coherence protocol has 4 base states, so let’s assume the required amount of bits at

each tag entry is 2 bits. At least 4 bits are required as a tag for each cache line in the Data

Shepherding cache.

How about a set associative cache? Many Intel chips support 32 GB as the maximum main

memory size, so more than 29 bits are needed for the tag address field. Also, we need various

status bits as discussed, and on top of that, a bit or several to keep MRU (Most recently

used) information in order to find the least used cache entry when a replacement is needed.

As suggested in [96], I selected 42 bits for the Static NUCA cache simulation. Therefore,

storage requirement for the tag array is reduced to 4/24 of that of a set associative cache

memory, and also we do not need a complex multiplexer and comparator design as in a set

associative cache, which lets us significantly reduce the size and complexity of a tag array.

This will be further discussed in Chapter 6 with experimental results.

I will now discuss how to bookkeep a bank number for each page.

4.2.2 Management of a mapping between a page and a bank

Generally, a page table is managed by the Operating System, and each TLB entry will cache

an entry from the page table. However, in the Data Shepherding cache, the mapping between
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a bank of a shared cache and a physical page address is additionally required, and we want

to use it to locate a cache line in the shared cache. For this reason, it is good to hide the

bank mapping management details from the view of the Operating System while there are

design choices whether the bank mapping is visible to the Operating System or not. This

fact leads to some design implications. First, a bank mapping must be removed or updated

when a TLB entry is being replaced, so a bank mapping is shorter lived than a virtual to

physical address mapping. Second, a bank mapping must be available immediately to every

core on the CPU. In the case of a virtual to physical address mapping, one is read from the

page table and cached at a TLB entry in case of TLB miss. So, the synchronization point is

at the page table. However, in the case of a bank mapping, it must be known to other cores

if a page table entry is cached to other cores’ TLBs. In other words, the Data Shepherding

cache may require dedicated synchronization mechanism.

These two design implications can be realized together if we make a coherent TLB cache

design. Let’s assume that there are individual TLBs (a single level local TLB cache, or a

multi-level local TLB cache) and a shared last level TLB cache. Each local TLB is coherent

via shared last level TLB. Synchronization mechanisms to perform TLB shoot-down, etc.

would be built on it. Then, we can define the entry point of a bank mapping and the exit point

of a bank mapping. When a TLB miss occurs at a local TLB, the miss handling mechanism

looks into the shared TLB. If another miss happens, the page table walk mechanism starts

to work to read from the page table in the main memory while the Data Shepherding cache

main controller manages bank mappings. If there is no room for the page table entry which

is read from the page table, an entry in the shared TLB cache must be selected and replaced

with the new one. So, the exit point of a bank mapping is when a TLB entry in the shared

TLB is being replaced.

As we discussed in Section 3.2.2, various coherent TLB cache designs [102, 23] have been

suggested as a solution to the performance issues of TLB synchronization managed by the
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Operating System. Coherent TLB is a solution that reduces the overhead of TLB synchro-

nization. There are other strategies that reduce the frequency in [17, 53]. As we discussed,

the choice of coherent shared TLB cache is made because it is more directly applicable to

the bank management - the life cycle of a bank mapping.

A bank mapping - more specifically, mapping between a page and a bank - raises an issue.

Modern processors such as the Intel Sandy bridge [53] have bigger sized TLB entries such as

2 MB and 1 GB than the 4 KB size page. This design is intended to reduce the overhead of

expensive page table walk because each page table walk actually accesses the page table in

the main memory. Bigger granularity pages are helpful for reducing the frequency of page

table walks, and thus can reduce the performance overhead. In the Data Shepherding cache,

each page must be mapped to a specific bank, which means that all the data from the page

which is to be replaced must be flushed to the main memory at the end of a bank mapping

life cycle.

Flushing a big data chunk back to the main memory would be a significant performance

overhead. It will also be very inefficient if big blocks are only partially used because expensive

shared cache (compared to the main memory in the view point of performance and size) will

be left under utilized, which may lead to poor performance. One solution is to have small

set of banks that are mapped to a super page with 4 KB mapping used within the small set

of banks.

Still, the write-back overhead is bigger than that of the set associative cache. In the case

of a 64 Byte sized cache line, a 4 KB page requires write-back of 64 entries of cache lines.

Fortunately, there are multiple optimizations. First, we can reduce the performance overhead

by a block transfer between the last level shared cache and the main memory. Each DRAM

bank is optimized to the page size, and so the consecutive memory accesses have much

smaller access latency. Second, if a page is not “dirty”, then we can silently drop the victim

page. Actually, there is a dirty flag in a TLB entry, so we can track whether a page has been
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written. Obviously, the real performance impact of a page flush is important for properly

evaluating the performance of the Data Shepherding cache. To model a page flush accurately,

I will provide a more detailed discussion in Section 4.3.

The last thing we will discuss in this subsection is replacement policy. Now that the place-

ment of each page is visible, various mechanisms from various design goals can be added

without specialization on the cache design from each goal specific mechanism. For example,

by limiting the placement of pages within specific banks, we can achieve resource sharing

control. For better power efficiency, we can control the placement of pages and thereby

select which bank can be turned off. Sometimes, a user or Operating System will want to

control these mechanisms in order to achieve goals of performance, power efficiency, resource

sharing, etc. Therefore, the degree of programmability by a user or Operating System is an

important design issue. However, the issue of programmability is actually beyond the scope

of this work because it focuses on exploration of the characteristics of Data Shepherding

cache.

The replacement policy additionally requires information to choose a victim. For example,

in a set associative cache, MRU (Most Recently Used) information per cache line is used to

decide which cache line is the least recently used (LRU). Because there are 64 cache lines

in a 4 KB page, at least 64 bits per page can be used to keep the MRU information if we

make the hardware overhead the same. A size of 64 bits is large enough to record access

time without any compromises. We can consider this storage space complexity in a different

direction.

As all the mappings are managed by the shared TLB, the actual size of shared TLB entries

in the Data Shepherding cache system is the same with the size of the last level shared cache

divided by the size of a page. For 8 MB shared cache, we need 8 MB / 4 KB = 2048 entries

in the TLB. For comparison, Intel Haswell chip [53] has 1024 entries of the shared TLB for a

4 KB page size. By the way, the Intel Haswell chip in the reference has 3 layers in the cache
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system, and the last level shared cache (L3 cache) size is 8 MB. Although it may seem that

the number of TLB entries increases faster than that of other chips with set associative cache

architecture. However, set associative cache requires extra storage to keep the information

for the replacement which the Data Shepherding cache does not need. Therefore, we can

assume that the storage overhead has moved to the shared TLB from the shared last level

cache in the Data Shepherding. In other words, the space complexity is on par with the set

associative cache.

With the Data Shepherding cache mechanisms in this section, the last level shared cache

design becomes simpler, and can run much cooler. More discussion about the last level

shared cache configuration will be provided in Section 4.4.

4.2.3 Description of Replacement

The key role of the Data Shepherding controller is the replacement operation. To make room

for a new page entry, a victim between a group of pages is selected while any forward progress

of dependent instructions is stalled, and then all the data of the victim page is flushed out

to main memory. The following is the list of operations required for a replacement in a

sequential order.

Selecting a victim. If there is no room for a new page, then a victim must be selected to

make room. This decision is made from the Data Shepherding controller, located at

the shared TLB ,when the shared TLB controller fails to find a requested virtual to

physical mapping.

Blocking. During replacement, dependent instructions and transactions on the victim and

the new pages must be blocked from further progress. This procedure includes syn-

chronization of the blocking between the cores.
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Initiating a page flush. Each local Data Shepherding controller starts a page flush once

one is requested from the main Data Shepherding controller at the shared TLB.

Handling a page flush with the granularity of a cache line. 64 requests (if 64 Byte

for a cache line, and 4 KB for a page) of flush requests are made towards the cache

memory system.

Unblocking. Once a page flush operation is done, then all the stalled actions are resumed.

A victim page is selected from a group of pages that functions similarly to a way in a set

associative cache. A bank number is not a part of the request address field. Each bank of

the Data Shepherding cache is a scratch pad memory, so a page is directly indexed in a bank

once being mapped in a bank. Therefore, we can consider the number of banks similar to

the degree of set associativity. As discussed from the previous subsection, bank mapping

can be done with different replacement policies from different goals, so the size of a group

from which a victim is selected can vary. If strict limitation of resource sharing is enforced,

the victim candidates for a victim are limited to the pages from the selected banks.

Once a victim is selected, some synchronization actions are required. Coherent TLB is

selected for the Data Shepherding cache design, so we can track which local TLB has accessed

the victim page. In the Data Shepherding cache, even though a TLB entry of the victim

page has already been evicted from the local TLB, the shared TLB cache may want to keep

the local TLB as a sharer so that the Data Shepherding cache controller can issue a page

flush request later in the event of page flush. The reason for this is because there can be

cache lines from the victim page even though it has already been evicted from the local TLB.

Of course, there is cure to avoid issuing page flush on the shared core whose TLB entry is

already evicted with extra hardware mechanisms. When a TLB entry is evicted from a local

TLB, we can assume that there has been no cache lines touched on the page of the evicted

TLB entry. Therefore, by setting a mechanism which observes the load/store queue for a
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duration of time in order to ensure that no related requests are not in the queue, a coherent

message could be sent to the central Data Shepherding controller at the shared TLB cache

to indicate the core as not a sharer of the page any more. We can consider this method

as active TLB coherence update. Of course, this method is not enough to fully declare as

not being a sharer because there can be some cache lines in the local cache, extra logics are

needed to track whether the shared data is in the local cache. This method would improve

power efficiency of page flush, so is left for the future work.

Whether we make TLB coherence update for the future update active or passive, it is im-

portant to properly handle the data from the victim page in the local cache. To flush out

all the shared cache lines from the victim page, we do actually search for the cache lines in

any places of local storage/cache. A 4 KB page consists of 64 cache line sized data chunks

(if a cache line is 64 Byte), so 64 searches and flushes at the local cache are required. If

we know any cache lines from the victim page are not cached, then we can save power of

64 local cache accesses, and if we are lucky, we can immediately start to flush out a page

from the bank in the shared last level cache to the main memory. To decide whether the

victim is cached to the local cache memory, we can utilize a mechanism used at [75]. The

mechanism of interest is counters for the region access. For each region being a key and a

correspondent counter being a value, the authors designed a hash table to track the count

of accesses. Once the count reaches zero, and then we can conclude that no cache lines from

the region are cached locally. In case of the Data Shepherding cache, we can consider region

as a granularity of a page. The size of a hash table can be decided empirically and fall on

the area of performance optimization. So, we will discuss again in the chapter 8 as I will

leave it as a future work.

Once a coherent action of a page flush is requested, a flag is set at the victim TLB entry so

that progress of any instruction fetches or data accesses to memory system can be stalled or

blocked. Actually, this blocking procedure is the same with page table walk. The difference
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is that now the operation is triggered as a part of page flush process. The cores which have

accessed the victim page will do the same blocking and flush operations.

However, a subtlety comes from the difference with page table walk: the blocking action at

the Data Shepherding cache is built on a coherent shared TLB design. As depicted in the

figure 4.2, a race can happen. Even though the possibility is low, but it can happen because

the requests already issued to the load/store queue can proceed together with a page flush.

The detailed scenario of this race is as follows:
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A TLB miss from a local TLB is forwarded to the shared TLB. At this point, we

don’t know which page will become a victim page. Of course, because of bigger gran-

ularity, the chances for accessing on the least recently used page is very low.

A victim is selected for a replacement. Then, flush requests on the victim page will be

sent. As discussed above, there can be some cache lines locally cached from the victim

page. So, flush requests must be sent to every core which has history of accessing the

victim page. There can be requests which are under service when a victim is selected.

Also, new read/write requests can start between the TLB miss and the arrival of the

page flush request.

A coherent page flush request arrives. Requests from now on can be blocked on the

victim page.

The design decision I made here is letting the concurrent requests complete. In other words,

overlap the execution of a page flush with the execution of already issued requests on the

victim page. As discussed above, if a core shares (have been accessed the victim page) the

victim, to flush out all the data from the victim, we are to inject 64 requests of cache line

flushes (for 4 KB page granularity, and 64 Byte sized cache line). When a coherent page flush

request arrives, local Data Shepherding cache controller caches it to a special set of registers

called Page Flush Status Table (PFT). Each entry of PFT (PFTE) tracks the progress of

a page flush. Each PFTE has a field for the victim page address as a key, and 64 bits to

track 64 cache line flushes as a value. If the local controller queries a cache line address in

the victim page to the load/store queue, and if no requests in the load/store queue is on the

queried cache line address, then a bit pointing the queried cache line in the PFTE is set and

a flush request for this cache line is injected towards the cache memory system. If request(s)

on the queried cache line is/are found, a query for different cache line - one can be the next

cache line in order or one with value 0 at the PFTE - will be issued in the next cycle.
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This design decision yields following design issues. First, as we do not expect the exact time

for the request at the load/store queue being serviced, the local Data Shepherding controller

may look up continuously. We can make it look up the load/store queue periodically. Other

approach for this issue is to let the load/store queue notify the completion to the PFTE.

Second, increasing throughput of a page flush can be expensive. To increase throughput of a

page flush, in other words, performing multiple page flushes at the same time, we need more

ports at the load/store queue. As we stay baseline performance of the Data Shepherding

cache to figure out the characteristics of a page flush, the possible design for multiple page

flushes and its evaluation will be left as a future work.

4.3 Page flush mechanism

We will start the discussion on the page flush mechanism from estimation of the performance

impact. For the purpose, we will examine performance sensitive mechanisms related to the

page flush. After pointing out the page flush mechanism as a major performance challenge

for the Data Shepherding cache design, I will start discussion on the overall page flush

mechanism with respect to the cache coherence mechanism. In the last of this section, I will

describe the specific details on the each layer of cache memory system.

4.3.1 Estimation of performance impact due to page flush

Let’s start discussion with the mechanisms - mechanisms for the page flush - whose perfor-

mance impact are expected to significantly influence on the overall performance. By doing

so, we will have better sense of relative overhead of each, and will have more understanding

on the characteristic of the page flush on the performance.
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1. Coherence between TLB caches. Whenever page miss event occurs at the shared

TLB, Data Shepherding Cache (DS) controller is kicked in to select a victim to replace

it with the newly requested page. In the case of replacement, the victim must be

dropped from every private TLB cache. As discussed in Section 4.2, we are building

Data Shepherding cache with coherent multi-level cache design, so, actual performance

overhead and extra hardware efforts are mostly on the replacement policy to select a

victim. However, this procedure can be overlapped and negligible if the TLB miss

triggers page table walks or page fault.

2. The Frequency of the Page Flush Event. Recently, bigger granularity TLBs have

been added to improve performance by reducing the frequency of Page Table walk.

For example, Intel Sandy Bridge[17] has three different sizes (4 KB, 2 MB, and 1 GB).

If DS mechanisms work only with 4 KB sized TLBs, it cannot enjoy the benefits of

bigger granularity TLB entries. As we discussed in Section 4.2, by mapping a large

page onto small set of smaller sized banks, we can enjoy the benefits of large pages.

However, this only reduces the frequency of the page walk - the frequency of the page

flush stays the same.

3. Stalling read/write requests on the victim page. Because the page replacement

of Data Shepherding only update internal addressing, once a bank mapping is changed,

then every transaction from the victim page which is selected to make a room for a new

page must be flushed out or blocked from being fetched. Blocking mechanisms can share

with TLB miss handling mechanism, but the transactions which are already issued to

the load/store queue must be handled correctly. Suggested solution is overlapping a

page flush with the transactions under service as discussed in Section 4.2.

4. Overhead of write-back to main memory. If a cache line size is 64 bytes and we

are flushing a 4 KB sized page, then 64 flush requests are to be issued. If every cache

line in a page is touched, then we can consider this as bulk replacement. However,
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only a cache line is touched from a page, and the page becomes a victim, then 63 cache

line flush requests are injected into cache memory system, which is a pure performance

waste.

In short, the obvious performance overhead comes from the frequency of the page flush events

and the overhead of write-back to main memory. They seem to a really big performance loss

against the design without the page flush such as the Static NUCA cache memory (SNUCA)

[51], especially when the frequency of the page flush events stays unchanged with the super

page. However, the following performance estimation gives us it would not be that serious,

and sometimes there would be chances the Data Shepherding cache could perform better.

If the probability of the amount of cache lines used in a page is 0.5 and it is uniformly

distributed, we can estimate that 32 flush do real write-back to the main memory on average.

Also, if we assume that the cache memory system is perfectly pipelined, then 32 cycles per a

page flush is the expected performance overhead from a page flush. By the way, in the real

world, because of bank conflict, if a bank were not sub-banked enough, perfectly pipelined

cache is very difficult to implement. Therefore, the discussed inequality of equation 4.1 forms

low bound of performance overhead.

TPageflush × (64− Avelineflush) < OverheadTotal (4.1)

TPageflush is for the total count of page flushes, and OverheadTotal is for the total extra

performance overhead from Data Shepherding cache in cycles. Avelineflush is the total number

of cache lines which are actually flushed out to main memory. The constant 64 is used under

the condition of 4 KB page size. If Avelineflush = 64, which means most of the time each
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assigned page is used fully, i.e. every line in the page is dirty, then there will be no extra

performance overhead expected, but it would be a really extreme case.

On the other hand, there are performance gains. As we will discuss at the section 4.4,

average access time of the Data Shepherding cache is expected to be smaller than that of

the SNUCA cache with the same size. If we keep the assumption of perfectly pipelined

(or with no bank-conflict) cache memory system, then we get following equation of overall

performance estimation.

PerfDataShepherding = PerfSNUCA +OverheadTotal−AccessCount×∆AccessT ime (4.2)

AccessCount is the total count of accesses into the cache memory system, and ∆AccessT ime

is the difference between average access time of the SNUCA cache memory, and that of the

Data Shepherding cache memory system.

We cannot directly perform the analysis using the equation 4.2 and average access time.

As discussed in [49], real memory system is very complex, average access time or other

memory system performance can only be decided from experiment. For example, the limit of

outstanding misses, the degree of sub-banking, the number of hop counts to reach designated

bank, etc. affect average access time and performance overhead and the effects are dependent

on the workload and program, so only can be decided imperially. Also, actual access time

varies based on the types of coherent message. Types of accesses - read/write, sharing

pattern, and network topology will be influential to the average access time.

In conclusion, to evaluate the performance characteristic of the Data Shepherding cache, we

need decent amount of details on the memory system, especially related to the page flush

mechanism. The detailed design will be discussed in the remaining of this section. Before
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leaving this sub-section, I want to point out there is another aspect of performance analysis

for the Data Shepherding cache memory. Because of larger granularity of management,

the last level shared cache can suffer fragmentation as we can see in the main memory.

However, some of Intel Xeon chips [27] on the market already has 45 MB of L3 cache

memory, and this is actually bigger than the main memory of common desktop PC in late

90’s. Interestingly, late 90’s is a decade after Bill Gates told 640 KB would be enough to

anybody [22]. Fragmentation can be an important issue, but considering the size scaling of

the last level shared cache memory, I think it is giving priority to the modeling of page flush.

I leave fragmentation measurement as a future work.

4.3.2 Page flush mechanisms and cache coherence protocol

A page flush is a quite different process from read/write request into the cache memory. In

case of read/write request, requested data must be fetched from the main memory if the

requested one is not cached yet. On the contrary, the page flush makes one directional flow

of data. From this fact, we can take design benefits in two ways.

Firstly, as discussed, we can design flush mechanism in a cascading manner from the top to

the bottom layer of the cache memory system. Two actions are expected when a cache line

flush has arrived.

• When a cache miss is declared. We can forward the cache line flush request to the

next level of the cache memory system hierarchy.

• When a cache hit is declared. Not only forwarding the cache line flush request

but also flushing out data are required. In the case of a clear cache line, we can simply

drop the line and forward the flush request to the next level of the cache memory

system. Of course, it depends on the details of a cache coherent protocol used. Here,
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we can do a performance optimization. Instead of making separate requests, we can

piggy-bank data with the cache line flush request to the next level due to the cascading

style operation.

An example of the overall process of a cache line flush is depicted in Figure 4.3. 4 solid lines

between cores and L1 caches are a line flush request, named as ACKF. Between L1 caches and

the shared L2 cache, we need two types of requests. ACKF is used for the case of cache-hit and

data piggy-back, while ACKFONLY is used when a cache-miss or a clean cache-hit occurs. Let’s

assume that the cache line is in the exclusive state (E) in the MESI cache coherence protocol

[35]. The local cache of core #1 has the exclusive state line, so cache hit is declared, and

a new message with piggy-backed data and ACKF are injected towards the L2 shared cache.

Other 3 cases between the L1 caches and the shared L2 caches are ACKFONLY. This process

will remove the overhead of multi-/broad-casting to the upper cache memory layer to keep

coherency if a replacement process must perform in case of a set-associative cache memory

system.

Secondly, we do not need to worry about blocking accesses from the flush process. As

explained in [39], a cache memory can block from further accesses when it is under service.

Because a cache miss leads to a round-trip to and from the next level of the memory system,

in worst case, a cache memory can be locked down until data arrives from the main memory.

To avoid this performance overhead, generally Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHR) are

used to keep the status of request under service from the lower level memory system to

release the resource hold. Actually, the MSHR are on the critical path of servicing requests,

and also must be content addressable, so the size of the MSHR is an important design issue.

Actually, the flushing process is not required to be cached at the MSHR, so the page flush

process is not sensitive to the size of the MSHR which decide the degree of outstanding

transactions under service. Also, because of the page flush, the Data Shepherding cache

does not need the cache replacement at all. This will remove some transient states [91] from
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the cache replacement, there are chances for optimization to make a cache coherence protocol

simpler by reducing some states. The cache coherence protocol optimization will be left for

the future work.

Different from the case of a cache line flush, there are some subtle issues when we start and

end a page flush. One of the subtlety comes from the fact that we need to count the progress

of page flush to declare the end of page flush. By counting ACKF and ACKFONLY messages

per a cache line, we can declare when a cache line is over. Likewise, if we count 64 of the

cache line flush complete, then it is the end of a page flush. To initialize this set of counters,

correct number of page sharers must be known. Delivering the number of sharers to the L2

cache controller can be done by sending a notification of PAGE_FLUSH with the number of

sharers. Let’s call the set of counters to keep the progress of a page flush a Flush Status

Buffer (FSB). The additional functionality of FSB is keeping the page address because the

Data Shepherding cache does not keep address of each cache line in the tag array - just like

a scratch pad memory does.

When we start a page flush, because of the large scale (many hopes in the on-chip network)

we assume, it is possible to have a race between a page flush start notification, PAGE_FLUSH

and a cache line flush request, ACKF or ACKFONLY. The race can be a problem because the

end of page flush cannot be declared if a cache line flush request is not counted towards

completion of a cache line flush. The solution is to make the start of cache line flushes

coherent to the initialization of the FSB. An example of a page flush start is depicted in

Figure 4.4.

Similarly, there can be a possible race between a cache line flush and access request from the

new page address if we declare that page flush is done after the issue of the last cache line

flush request of the victim page. This kind of race can be handled by comparing the address

of the conflicting requests, and then just handle them in the order of arrival in the queue

similarly to the case of the cache replacement. Even though the Data Shepherding cache
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does not have a tag comparison logic, but this does not mean the address of the request

is not delivered. Address of the request arrives to the cache memory controller correctly,

and kept while during the service in the MSHR in case of a cache miss, and at the top of

the queue in case of immediate service. During the process of a page flush, the victim page

address is kept at the FSB. So, by making comparison with the addresses in the described

mechanisms, we can declare a page flush is done as soon as the last cache line flush request

of the victim page is injected towards to the cache memory system from each core.

We assume a large scale shared last level cache with many hops, so there are chances of races

including order inversion between the couple of last line flushes and requests from the new

page. Of course, we can do something to recover the order, but it comes with additional

complexity. To avoid extra complexities, I decided to make the completion of a page flush

at the shared TLB coherent to the decision made at the bank. As depicted in the figure

4.5. Once every cache line indicates as flushed in the FSB, the controller at the Bank 0 will

issue a ACKF_PAGE towards the upper level caches. They are forwarded upwards towards

the Shared TLB. My design reveals the latency from the bank to the shared TLB visibly,

in other words, without any overlapping. I think performance optimization is the next step

because I want to reveal the characteristic of the cache management with bigger granularity

then a cache line. So, the chances for the optimization leaves as a future work.

4.4 Physical configuration of Data Shepherding cache

4.4.1 Overview of physical configuration

A discussion about the physical layout of the last level shared cache is the focus of this sec-

tion. I considered various design issues from the scaled cache size. The overall configuration

is depicted in Figure 4.6. The total number of banks can be bigger. I just selected 8 just for
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drawing convenience. Because mesh topology is assumed for the large scale, Non Uniform

Memory Access (NUMA) is also assumed for the main memory. 4 memory controllers handle

equally separated physical address range of the main memory. Black colored links are exter-

nal links to the shared last level cache, while red colored links are internal links. External

links’ bandwidth or link latency can be different from the internal links’ considering device

characteristics.

The choice of 2D mesh topology is to reflect possible future design trends such as many-

/multi-core designs. Of course, the network design can be more complex if we consider

stacked multi-layered on-chip memory system as we discussed the benefits in Section 3.2.1,

but the benefit from the Data Shepherding cache can be applied equally. Here, I assume

every internal link has the same property, but as we showed in Figure 3.1, we can have links

with different physical properties. The following list of items are the implication of the Data

Shepherding cache with more complex networks other than a bus or a ring topology.

1. Increased degree of freedom on the physical placement. A page can be mapped

to one of the banks in the last level shared cache. So, the number of banks works sim-

ilarly to the degree of a set-associativity. If there are enough banks, then the Data

Shepherding cache can provide more degree of choices to avoid conflict misses. There-

fore, we can use direct-mapped or scratch pad style memory instead of set-associative

cache memory for a bank design.

2. Early decision of dynamic routing policies. Because the replacement decision is

made at the shared TLB, we can decide a victim and a bank mapping with a policy

from various dynamic demands as we discussed in Section 3.2.1. Therefore, we can get

benefits of dynamic mapping, but also actual addressing into a bank can be done in a

static manner by removing the possibility of searching other banks to find a requested

cache line. This is a good property to keep the complexity of the router and controller
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design constant over the other cache designs with dynamic mapping. The benefits were

discussed in Section 3.2.1.

3. The use of scratch pad memory managed by hardware. The use of scratch pad

memory for a bank design will not only be power efficient, but it will also keep the link

latency scaling slower than that of a set-associative cache design. The reason is the

simpler structure has smaller footprint, so the scratch pad memory based bank design

can have shorter link length.

As the design implications of the first two items have already been discussed previously, we

will focus on the details of a bank design in the following sub section.

4.4.2 Discussion on the bank design

The use of the scratchpad memory design to substitute set-associative cache memory is not

new. As discussed in [13, 101, 50], the scratch pad memory has been an alternative to the

cache design of embedded systems for power efficiency. Physically, it does not need extra

circuitry to search for an entry in a set, so it is more area and power efficient. However, the

contents of the scratch pad memory is required to be moved before the execution of related

codes and must stay without automatic replacements, so the programming generally requires

compiler support[100, 82] and sometimes with a high degree of hand-tuning. As a result, the

design generally stays in the domain of highly optimized special purposed systems.

If a bank were to be managed fully similar to a scratch pad memory, a whole page must

be transferred before its use. Considering locality, fetching a whole page is not a bad idea

if critical cache line first (similar idea with critical word [49]) is implemented together.

However, the benefits can be application dependent, and there can be cases wherein pages

are only partially used. So, I decided to adopt half reactive approach. As we discussed,
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initially each cache line in an empty page slot in the bank has a valid bit unset. Every tag

field is unset and cleared while a page is being flushed. A first access to any of the cache

lines in the page will experience “miss” because the status is not valid cache line, and after

fetching data from the main memory, it will be set as valid. The cache lines stay as long

as the page they belong to in the cache. As pointed out, block transfer (size of a page) can

be efficient considering locality. Also, there is a performance benefit from the structure of

DRAM modules. Generally, consecutive hits from the same page have smaller latency, so a

memory controller tends to optimize performance by coalescing requests to the same page.

Therefore, implementing block transfer between the shared cache and the main memory can

be an interesting design issue, but I plan to leave it as a future work.

We have two arrays in a bank: one for the data, the other for the tag. Because we do not

need the long decision path of tag search, we can select sequential access of the tag array

and the data array, or even parallel access of both. The sequential access can achieve power

efficiency at the cost of some performance. This design is popular choice of some embedded

systems, as we can see in the ARM processor [61]. The parallel access suits for the modeling

of a bank in the Data Shepherding cache because each cache line is directly indexed without

a tag match. I selected the parallel access as the base model. Of course, the sequential access

mode is expected to give a decent power efficiency, but I decided to leave it as a future work.

The last item to discuss in the modeling of a bank is sub-banking [89, 28]. Sub-banking

is an approach to have multiple arrays with independent address and data lines. It allows

concurrent accesses to a bank while keeping smaller implementation overhead than multi-

porting. Sub-banking can be an important issue with the Data Shepherding cache design.

Many of the multi-bank cache designed chips on the market such as Intel Sandy Bridge [45]

utilize multi-bank to achieve interleaved accesses. On the other hand, a whole page is mapped

to a single bank with the Data Shepherding cache, so workloads whose access pattern shows

lots of spacial locality, then can experience more bank conflicts than a interleaved multi-bank
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cache. Actually, performance loss can be compensated with shorter access time in the scratch

pad memory bank, so it would be an important design issue that could be only verified with

experiment. This issue will be discussed further in Chapter 6.

Now, it is time to discuss an extra design feature on the bank controller. As we discussed in

Section 4.3.2, a data structure to track the progress of a page flush is required. The structure

needs 64 counters (64 is the number of cache lines in a 4 KB page with 64 Byte line size),

and each counter can count up to the number of cores or all the possible sharers in case

of heterogeneous architecture design. We called the structure Flush Status Buffer (FSB).

During the operations of a cache line flush, a counter is decreased when a message that a

cache line flush from a sharer is done. Sometimes, the message will come with a piggy-backed

flushed data. Once every counter reaches zero, then we can declare a page flush is finished.

Because of FSB and cascaded coherence actions for a cache line flush, messages/request

related to the page flush will not increase Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHR). Details

are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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Chapter 5

Simulation Configuration

We have discussed the details of the Data Shepherding cache design in Chapter 4. The dis-

cussions made for the Data Shepherding cache design touch almost every layer of the memory

system, so I want to limit our focus onto the accurate modeling of performance overhead.

In the first section, We will discuss the selected Data Shepherding mechanisms which I im-

plemented in the simulator, GEM5 [25] and the reasons I selected them. Also, explanations

of the system to be compared will be given. In the following section, implementation details

of each selected mechanism will be discussed. The final section of this chapter is about the

mechanisms I added to simulate bank conflicts for better accuracy of experiment results.

5.1 Overview of experiment setup

5.1.1 Goal of simulation setup

The fundamental idea of the Data Shepherding cache is to utilize the benefits of additional

resource addressing mechanism to get various benefits as we discussed in Section 3.2.1. So, a
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possible way of design verification is implementation of mechanisms to achieve various goals,

and make comparison with other designs. However, it is obvious that we must understand

the overhead of the Data Shepherding cache separately without adding the mechanisms to

achieve specific design goals. Then, we can figure out when to apply the Data Shepherding

cache design or not. We will stay on the evaluation of the Data Shepherding cache design

only in this work, and the evaluation with the mechanisms to achieve various performance

goals are left as future works.

There are many things to consider in the design to emulate the Data Shepherding cache. I

think one of the best ways to evaluate the performance characteristics is to compare per-

formance of one with others. By the way, the performance of a component is not easy to

be evaluated solely independently; we need to be very careful to model the critical path

of execution so that the performance evaluation can model the performance characteristics

well. Also, the Data Shepherding design is related to almost every stack of memory system

hierarchy. Therefore, a proper choice of components to emulate is an important issue.

Then, what will be the cache memory system to be compared with? I think the best possible

choice is one with similar configuration without strong optimization to achieve specific design

goals such as power efficiency, fair resource sharing, performance efficiency, etc. I selected

Static Non Uniform Cache Access (Static NUCA, or SNUCA) cache [58] to compare with

the Data Shepherding cache for good reasons. Static NUCA cache design is a cache memory

with multiple banks interconnected with on-chip networks such as mesh topology. Each bank

is addressed statically, so the average access time is the sum of average latency to each bank

and access time of a bank. Actually, Static NUCA cache design plays a role as a baseline to

make a comparison with Dynamic NUCA cache designs. Also, we can consider popular ring

based interleaved cache design, such as the shared last level cache of Intel Sandy Bridge chip

[45], as a variant of Static NUCA.
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The critical path of execution is well described in Section 4.3.1, and there, we concluded

that the overhead of page flushes would be the most notable performance issue. On the

other hand, because of the need for synchronization between the cached state of a page at

each local TLB cache, I decided to use coherent shared TLB cache design. As discussed in

Section 3.2.2, coherent shared TLB will soothe the overhead of TLB shoot-down, so extra

performance gain will be added, and this will make the effect on the performance of the

page flushes unclear. Therefore, I decided to assume the same TLB mechanism on both

cases of the Static NUCA cache and the Data Shepherding cache. Then, if the same TLB

mechanisms are assumed, we can even drop the details. So, I selected System call Emulation

mode (SE mode) of GEM5 simulator for the execution of simulation. The SE mode only

runs statically linked binaries because it emulates system calls without Operating System.

TLB faults and misses are also handled by software (via emulated system calls), so all the

detailed overhead related to the TLB are removed from the critical path of execution of the

target machine and binary. Of course, the functionalities for the Data Shepherding cache

on the TLB are modeled and implemented. The implementation details with the design

decisions for simulation will be discussed in Section 5.2.

With the discussed change, we can still compare the characteristics between the Data Shep-

herding cache and the Static NUCA with respect to the effect of the page flushes, but there

are limitations. First of all, the omitted details on the shared TLB design may limit the

research on the mechanisms to achieve various goals. The bank mapping information can be

used as an interface to implement controls from software or the Operating System, but the

details of discussion for the software interface would be left as a future work. Also, the use

of the SE mode actually limits the types of workloads to compare. Currently, GEM5 does

not support multi-threading fully on the SE mode. So, we cannot make experiments to get

the performance characteristics with multi-threaded workloads.
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There are several other design decisions for simulation setups. The choice of cache coherence

protocol - MESI directory CMP protocol- is selected because it is used mostly for the inclusive

cache designs such as Intel processors. The version of GEM5 I used is the one with change

set 9449:56610ab73040 with some patches applied by hand. There are some differences

from the current version. For example, it does not have Ruby cache coherence protocols

with 3 level cache. So, I worked with a 2 level cache design - the L1 cache is local to a core,

and the L2 cache is the last level shared cache.

In the remaining of this section, we will discuss on the system setting of interest of the two

systems: the Data Shepherding cache memory and the Static NUCA cache memory.

5.1.2 Comparison between Data Shepherding and Static NUCA

cache setup

The two cache designs are different in many ways, but there are some common features.

As depicted in Figure 4.6, both design share the same on-chip network (mesh topology)

and the same number of banks. However, the routing methodology is different. The Data

Shepherding cache maps a page to a bank dynamically, so it needs special mechanisms for

the management. More particulary, for the implementation of the page flush mechanism,

the Data Shepherding cache design has more coherent messages for the page flush, but at

the same time, there is room for optimization because the Data Shepherding cache does not

require cache replacement. The details of the added mechanisms for the page flush will be

discussed in Section 5.2. Let’s assume the difference of cache coherence mechanism does

not increase operation time on each state transition because there will be no increase in

the number of states. By the way, the number of concurrent page flushes can affect the

performance of the Data Shepherding cache.
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The real physical difference is made from the different bank architecture. A difference comes

from the tag size. The default tag size of set associative cache in the CACTI 6.5 is 42 bits

which is reflected from the trend of common physical memory size on the market [78]. In

Section 4.2.1, I estimated the size of tag in the Data Shepherding cache as 4 bits. In the

implementation of mesh CMP directory protocol of GEM5, there are some states that are

not cached at the TBE (the name of structure in the GEM5, used for the same functionality

of MSHR). From the estimation, I decided to add 3 extra bits to each. So, 45 bits for the

tag size of the Static NUCA, and 7 bits for that of the Data Shepherding cache are used

for the experiment setup. The details of the states are discussed in Section 5.2. Another

difference in the architecture of a bank is the way of accessing each array in the bank. The

Data Shepherding cache does not need to search for a match in a set, so it reads both tag

and data array in parallel. Detailed simulation result from CACTI 6.5 will be discussed in

Section 6.1.

If we set the capacity as the same on both designs, the Data Shepherding cache design is

expected to have smaller area because it utilizes the scratch pad memory. So, access times to

each bank will be different. The size difference actually can make difference in the latency of

a link between on-chip routers. Considering the performance of network, we must check the

parameters that are sensitive to the size of a bank such as the degree of a set associativity of

the Static NUCA cache, and the degree of sub-banking on both. Of course, the parameters

are related to the access latency. The experiment result will be discussed in Chapter 6.

The number of MSHR is another performance sensitive component because it decides the

number of concurrent transactions under cache miss. As we discussed in Section 4.3, FSBE

also tracks the status of cache line flush, so a cache line flush does not use MSHR. In GEM5

ruby memory system, m_outstanding_requests decides the degree of total outstanding

requests to the memory system, so if we set the size of MSHR bigger than 16, then the

size of MSHR at the L2 cache (the last level shared cache) will not affect the performance
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because it is already maxed out. Actually, the Data Shepherding is not supposed to increase

the number of MSHR because of FSBE. However, because I decided to utilize states from

cache replacement (even though we do not have cache replacement at the shared L2 cache

in the Data Shepherding cache), experiment setup uses MSHR to keep the flushing status of

each line. Therefore, I decided to set MSHR big enough not to make any bottleneck. The

default value of TBE (works as MSHR at each cache memory) is set to 256, and I kept the

value for my experiment. One thing I want to put a note here is the degree of concurrency

actually affect the performance. If consecutive cache line flush requests arrive at the cache,

the following one must wait until the access from the first one is over if it is not sub-banked

enough. I will discuss about this concurrency issue on the simulator in Section 5.3.

Lastly, the number of banks works differently on both cache configurations. On the Static

NUCA, as the number of banks increases, the average access time will be increased. Of

course, the Static NUCA indexes each bank interleaved way, there are some performance

benefit by avoiding some bank conflicts if there are series of consecutive cache line accesses.

However, the Data Shepherding cache “interleaves” pages, not cache lines, so it can more

efficiently resolve conflicts to the different pages in the same set of pages, but consecutive

accesses onto the same page would cause more bank conflicts than the Static NUCA cache.

So, the performance of Data Shepherding cache may be more sensitive to the degree of sub-

banking. The followings are the parameters which will work for variable during experiments.

Shared cache configuration: the number of banks, the shape of mesh topology, the link

latency, the number of PFTE (DS only).

Bank configuration: the degree of set associativity (SNUCA only), the degree of sub-

banking, tag/data array access latencies.

The followings are different bank configurations, but will be fixed during experiments.
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Size of a tag entry: 45 bits for SNUCA, 7 bits for the Data Shepherding cache.

Access mode on the tag and data arrays: normal access (the tag look-up selects an

entry from a set of cache lines read from the data array) for SNUCA, parallel access

for the Data Shepherding cache.

The details of other system settings used in the experiments are described in Chapter 6.

5.2 Implementation details on the simulator GEM5

5.2.1 Modeling of the Data Shepherding mechanisms in the TLB

In the System call Emulation mode (SE mode) of GEM5, TLB misses and page faults are

handled “magically” without performance overhead. One of the reasons of skipping the

details of TLB layer is to make a fair comparison between the two system (assumes the two

have the same TLB mechanisms), but another reason comes from the practical point. The

modeling which depend on TLB would be huge overhead while the returning from the huge

efforts are marginal to the modeling of page flushes. So, the first design issue is where to

put the main Data Shepherding controller.

In the GEM5 simulator, there is a component called a sequencer. A sequencer plays a role of

an interface between the processor core side and the Ruby memory system. In the GEM5,

there are many models of a memory system which we can select based on the details and

complexity. The Ruby system is the one with detailed cache coherence protocol. I selected a

sequencer module in the Ruby memory system to put the main Data Shepherding controller

features for good reasons.
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First of all, every transaction into the memory system (including the cache memory system)

enters into a sequencer and returns to the processing core from the sequencer. Therefore, this

is a good place to add and remove addressing information to each bank for each transaction.

This decision makes the simulation design simpler because there will be no further modifica-

tion at the core side. Another good feature to implement the controller functionality of the

Data Shepherding is that a sequencer keeps tables for read requests and write requests from

the connected core, so we can track the transactions in the load/store queue indirectly. This

means that we can track transactions which are already issued towards memory system on

the page selected as a victim. As we discussed in the section 4.2, the already issued ones are

serviced first, and then they will be flushed out eventually. The transactions which arrives

after the page flush are blocked first, and they will be resumed after the page flush is done.

Lastly, because a sequencer is a C++ class, it is relatively easier to access g_system_ptr

compared to other controllers of caches and the main memory which are written in SLICC.

g_system_ptr points a RubySystem module. It is globally used between all the Ruby system

components and only single entity of RubySystem class exits. Because we assume that the

main Data Shepherding controller is at the shared TLB cache layer, it must be seen between

every module of the same functionality (here, every sequencer) to model the Data Shepherd-

ing controller. A pointer is not allowed at the SLICC (of course, there is work-around by

making a class to access), so a sequencer is a good place to put the Data Shepherding mech-

anisms at the shared TLB cache layer. By the way, SLICC is a domain specific language to

generate C++ code for cache controllers used in the Ruby memory system. SLICC focuses

on easier description of a cache coherence protocol.

Figure 5.1 depicts overall setup for the experiment. The functionalities to model the Data

Shepherding controllers moved to the sequencer from the TLB cache layer. The biggest

difference of Figure 5.1 from Figure 4.1 is a new structure, the Bank Mapping Table (BMT).

The BMT is a structure to keep the bank mapping, independently from the TLB structure.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the Data Shepherding cache simulation setup
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Because it is a structure for the simulation purpose, so we are open to improve simulation

performance. The BMT is implemented with a hash map, an unordered_map in C++

standard template to improve the performance of simulation, and included as a member of

the RubySystem.

We need other data structures for the implementation of a page replacement policy. I

implemented a LRU page replacement policy for the experiment. Let’s discuss when we

want to implement this policy on the real hardware. Each bank in the Data Shepherding

cache is a scratch pad memory, so the number of banks work as a kind of a set associativity.

True LRU policy requires huge overhead especially with a set-associative cache (here, SNUCA

cache). The size of an access time counter can be different with different time units, but a

set associative cache such as SNUCA needs one per a cache line while the Data Shepherding

cache needs one per a page. With 4 KB page and 64 Byte for a cache line are assumed, the

storage requirements for the true LRU will be 1/64. Anyway, in simulations, I just selected

true LRU for both to focus on the performance effect of a page flush keeping the influence

of other variables minimal.

Let’s take a look at the possible overhead on the hardware implementation. The Data

Shepherding cache has an issue with true LRU implementation. Because the main controller

is at the shared TLB, we need to update the time stamps from the local TLB. The time

to collect all the update will scale with the number of banks, so it will be huge overhead.

Actually, because the size of local TLB is very small because it is generally implemented with

Contents Addressable Memory (CAM), the number of entries which need actual time sync

will be very small. This is good news. As we observed in many LRU approximation page

replacement policies such as second-chance algorithm [42], they work pretty well even though

they are not using accurate time stamps. In that sense, if we make a local TLB to send

time stamp update coherence action periodically, it can achieve decent LRU approximation.

As I use true LRU cache replacement policy on the SNUCA cache without any hardware
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overhead estimation, I used true LRU based page replacement on the Data Shepherding

cache without any hardware overhead estimation.

There are other data structures for the implementation of the LRU page replacement policy.

We need a storage to save the time stamp of the most recent access, and we can check all the

pages from all the banks indexed to the same location in a bank. In the real implementation,

all the pages indexed to the same slot in a bank will form a set in the shared TLB. However,

for the performance of simulator, we have a hash table named BMT to find a bank mapping.

I added extra field at each entry in the BMT to keep access time, and made a structure

named In-time Counter Table (ICT) to keep the page addresses in a table with a width of

the number of banks and the hight of the number of pages in a bank. When a replacement

policy is needed, we can find a correct set of pages using the page address from a transaction,

then find the smallest access time by iterating the BMT with the page addresses in the set.

The In-time Counter Table (ICT) is originally to track the oldest page, but this features is

not used for this work. The ICT is also a member of the RubySystem.

One thing to note before leaving the discussion on the replacement policy is about the tie

breaker. In case of multiple candidates for a victim, I select the one closest (in hop counts)

to the core. More precisely, I mean a sequencer in the simulation which triggers a page

replacement process.

Locating a bank for each transaction

One of the big difference between the SNUCA and the Data Shepherding (DS) is how each

cache design locates a bank. Because the SNUCA cache in the GEM5 accesses banks with

interleaved access pattern, the next higher bits to the block size bits are used to locate

a correct bank. More precisely, if a cache line size is 64 Byte, then the least significant

log2 64 = 6 bits are the block size bits which will index inside a cache line, and the next
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least significant log2Numbertotalbanks bits are used to locate a bank. As a result, a set index

starts from the next bit to the bank index bits.

We can get a bank index from the TLB (the BMT in the simulator) in the DS cache, so an

index to locate a page in a bank starts right after the block size bits.

In the simulation setup, the bank index information is not carried with a request transaction.

Instead, it is referred whenever addressing from L1 cache to L2 cache is required. This

decision is also for the coding efficiency. In the real hardware implementation, the bank

index is carried into the next layer of the memory system until the last level shared cache.

By the way, even with 128 banks, only 7 bits are increased to the address field of a request

transaction. Considering the physical memory of modern systems and width of a bus, I think

7 bits increase is just marginal, so we decided to exclude from the simulation detail.

Implementation details in the sequencer

Because of the nature of a sequencer which interfaces between the two system of the core (M5)

and the memory system (Ruby memory system), there are some functionalities which are

overlapped between load/store queues at the core side and L1 cache memory controller. Two

tables named as m_writeRequestTable and m_readRequestTable track all the outstanding

read/write requests from the core just like load/store queues do.

The m_outstanding_requests sets limits to the maximum number of outstanding transac-

tions into the L1 cache memory. A request which can be successfully issued to the L1 cache

memory will be put into the mandatory queue. A request in the mandatory queue will be

picked up one by one in First In First Out (FIFO) order at the L1 cache. Successfully read

data from the memory system will be returned by L1 cache controller via readCallback and

writeCallback calls, and eventually requested data are returned to the core. The overall

flow of transactions from and to a sequencer is depicted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Flow of transactions from and to a sequencer.
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In the figure, the orange colored boxes are the original functions, and the light blue colored

ones are added to implement functionalities of the Data Shepherding controllers. Solid blue

colored arrows depicts the flow of data while the red colored arrows show the return of

control back to the callers.

The checkDSBlocking does important roles. The basic role is to check whether a request is

to be blocked or not based on the status of a page in the BMT. Two types of pages can be set

as being blocked. One type is victim pages. They are under being flushed, so if a request falls

on one of the victim pages, then it must be blocked. The second type is pages which trigger

page flushes to make rooms for themselves. Here, the first type needs careful handling. We

are keeping the total size of the BMT entries to the same with the total counts of pages

in the shared L2 cache. Any replacement makes extra entry for the new page. Eventually,

only the new page is kept and the victim will be deleted, so the total size will be kept. To

clean up victim pages, because the BMT is a hash table, we need a structure to track pages

related to the page flush. I added a new structure named Ownership Counters (OC) which

is indexed by the core and keeps the total number of concurrent page flushes at a core and

the list of victim pages and new pages which trigger page flushes.

After referring to the BMT, we can declare a request is to be blocked or not. The blocked

transactions must be kept in the separate table other than m_writeRequestTable and

m_readRequestTable because the blocked ones will be reinserted to the tables when the

related page’s slot is established in a L2 bank (as a process of “unblocking”). The unblock-

ing of the blocked requests will be done at the noticeFlushdone. The noticeFlushdone

is the last function in the processing of a page flush. The function is called from the L1

cache controller when it receives a notification of completion of a page flush. It does other

functionalities such as updating profilers and accounting information such as the number of

concurrent page flush, updating the victim page list, etc.
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There is another case for the blocking at the checkDSBlocking. If a request is under a page

miss, in other words, does not belong to any of pages in the TLB cached pages or the list of

pages for the blocking, then we must trigger a page replacement to make a room for a new

page in the shared cache. However, a new page replacement event can be prevented in the

cases which will be described. As discussed in Section 4.3, processing a page flush consumes

resources such as an entry in the Page Flush status Table (PFT), the size of concurrent page

flushes are set by hardware capacity. Also, we have special set of counters called Flush Status

Buffer (FSB) to keep progress of a page flush to declare completion at the L2 cache. The

number of outstanding page flushes for each core is counted at the OC, while the number of

outstanding page flushes for each bank is counted at the Bank Access Counter table (BAC).

When there are no room for a new page flush when described resources are not available,

then we can return the control to the caller with notification of failure so that the caller will

retry later. When it is possible to start a new page flush, a request of PAGE_FLUSH is issued

to the L1 cache as shown in Figure 4.4.

5.2.2 Modeling a page flush

The overall page flush start and page flush completion are similar to the discussion made in

Section 4.3. However, there are some notable changes from the discussion. The first change is

some differences in the message types. The table 5.1 describes the extra coherence messages

added for the Data Shepherding cache in the simulation setup. Different from Figure 4.4

and Figure 4.5, we can see some functions instead of messages. The reason is a sequencer is

a C++ object, so messages returned from the cache memory to sequencer must use member

functions of the sequencer class.

The second difference comes from the fact that functionalities of the Data Shepherding

control at the shared TLB is now at the sequencer. Even though the data objects for the
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Communication channels Coherent message for DS operations

Requests from Sequencer to L1 FLUSH_PAGE, ACKF, NACF

Coherent requests from L1 to L2 FLUSH_PAGE, ACKF, ACKFONLY

Coherence responses from L2 to L1 ACKF_PAGE, L2_F_READY

Response method from L1 to Sequencer noticeFLUSHdone()

Request method from L1 to Sequencer issueFLUSH()

Table 5.1: Extra coherence messages for the Data Shepherding simulation.

implementation is located at the Ruby system object which is singleton object shared by

all the ruby memory system components, but the operations are done locally from each

sequencer. Therefore, a sequencer is made to triggers a page replacement and to update

related data structures in the Ruby system object. So, a sequencer which starts a page

replacement is in charge of issuing a FLUSH_PAGE message, calling issueFLUSH(), and all

the related actions such as updating the list of blocked pages, unblocking pages, updating

profilers, etc.

The last difference is from how to trigger line flushes. In the simulation setup, 64 line flushes

are required to be issued into the cache memory system one by one for a page flush. We

can insert 64 line flush requests into the queue between a sequencer and its local L1 cache,

but this can unfairly add delays to the transactions that are not related to page flushes.

Actually, the overlapping between a page flush and transactions which are issued before the

page flush from the same page prevents issuing of the line flushes on them until they are

serviced fully. In order to avoid unfair delays, each line flush is designed to be injected one

by one. When a line flush request is received at a L1 cache, a request to the next line flush

is sent to the sequencer of the L1 cache. By doing so, the message queue need not to be

filled with 64 line flushes at a time, and we can check the status of the transactions which

are under service every time when a request of line flush arrives. More discussions on this

will be followed.
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Implementation details in the L1 cache

Because now we trigger a line flush request from a L1 cache, we need extra design changes

related to this. Let’s take a look at the process of triggering of a line flush with more detail.

We can start actual line flush process from the L1 cache once L2_F_READY is received from

the L2 cache via issueFLUSH() member function of the sequencer class. When we call

issueFLUSH() function, it must be called with a specific cache line address. So, it is more

convenient to move functionalities of the PFT into the L1 cache. Even though the actual

design of the PFT entry and the FSB entry (used at the L2 cache) are quite different, but

we can consider the PFT entry as a special case of the FSB entry with all the cache line

flush tracking counters set to 1 from the point of view of modeling. I reused the FSBTable

class at the L1 cache controller to track the progress of a page flush.

Once a cache line flush request issueFLUSH() is called from the L1 cache controller, the

function call checks m_writeRequestTable and m_readRequestTable at the sequencer where

the L1 cache controller is attached to see there are any transaction on the cache line address.

If no other transactions are found, then it is good to start a cache line flush. So, a message

with ACKF is queued to the attached L1 cache, and by the time it arrives to the L1 cache,

actual line flush process is started. At the same time, issueFLUSH() is called for the next

cache line flush.

When there is a transaction on the cache line address which will be flushed, a message with

NACKF is queued to the attached L1 cache instead. On receiving the NACKF message, we

cannot proceed actual cache line flush of the address with the NACKF message. Cache line

flush on the “NACKF”ed cache line is skipped, and issueFLUSH() is called for the next

cache line flush instead.

As each layer of memory system in the ruby memory system works when a transaction arrives

at the queue of incoming traffic, it is easier to look into the functionalities added for the
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Message Triggered Event Description

FLUSH_PAGE init_FLUSH Send FLUSH_PAGE message to the L2 cache.

ACKF F_ProcACK,
F_ProcACKonly

Trigger cache line flush. An event is selected
based on the cache line status. Also, issue a
next cache line flush request.

NACF F_ProcNACK Cannot proceed data flush with the line ad-
dress. Only issue a next cache line flush re-
quest.

ACKF_PAGE fwd_ACKFP Forward a page flush completion notice to the
sequencer.

L2_F_READY FLUSH Initialize FSBE. Send the first cache line flush
request to the sequencer.

Table 5.2: Extra coherent messages and events on the L1 cache.

Data Shepherding cache system with “events” which are triggered from transactions. Also,

an event is an important coding structure with the SLICC script. It behaves as a input to

the state transition of a cache line’s coherence state. With other inputs such as a dirty bit,

etc., an event is selected uniquely, and performs actions to model hardware behavior, and

the coherence state of a cache line makes a transition into the next state. So, a next state

of a cache line’s coherence state can be described from CurrentState× Events. In Table

5.2, I listed all the events triggered from the DS coherent messages.

One notable entry is with two events from the ACKF message. The selection between

F_ProcACK and F_ProcACKonly is made from the cache lookup result. If there is a cache hit

with the address of the ACKF message, then the F_ProcACK event is raised. Data in the cache

line is sent to the L2 bank, being piggy-backed in a ACKF message. On the while, if there is

a cache miss, the F_ProcACKonly event is triggered instead and a ACKFONLY message is sent

to the L2 bank without any data.

The remaining cache line flush process is similar to the process of write-back from the cache

replacement. Actually, it has some unnecessary state transitions to handle coherence reply
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from the L2 cache which can be removed on the Data Shepherding cache. However, I

decided to make a performance comparison without any performance optimization on the

Data Shepherding cache, so the Data Shepherding cache shares state transitions of the write-

back process without modification.

Implementation details in the L2 cache

Extra events on the L2 cache memory controller are listed in Table 5.3. One thing I want

to note here is that I added as many events as possible to make the trace run descriptive

for the debugging convenience. It does not hurt performance of simulation at all due to no

increase in the number of states, so I did not try any optimization of merging events.

The most significant structure for the Data Shepherding cache is the Flush Status Buffer

(FSB) table. Each entry consists of a set of counters. There are array of counters with the

number of total cache lines in a page, and an additional counter to count the number of

cache lines which have been flushed out to the main memory. When initialization of a FSB

entry (FSBE), we need to set all the counter as 0, and also need to keep the number of page

sharers which are sent with a FLUSH_PAGE message.

Once a FSBE is initialized, the L2 cache controller tracks the progress of a page flush from

the coherence messages, such as ACKF, and ACKFONLY. When we increase a line flush counter,

three types of output are raised from the FSBE controller. One is indicating more messages

are needed to complete a cache line flush. Another is to indicate a cache line flush is done.

This case actually is separated into two cases because it is possible that the cache line being

flushed is the last one in the page flush. The two latter cases trigger a write-back of the cache

line to the main memory. Additional action of sending a ACKF_PAGE message is required when

the FSBE controller raised a signal of a completion of a page flush. In each description of

Table 5.3, I described the outcome of the FSBE controller in the second sentence, and the
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Message Triggered Event Description

FLUSH_PAGE init_PF_L2 Prepare for a new page flush by initializing a
FSBE.

ACKF FLUSH_ACK Data is written back. Line Flush is not done
yet.

FLUSH_ACK_wb Stale data arrived. Line Flush is not done yet.

FL_data Data is written back. Line flush is done.

FL_wb Cache line is dirty. Line flush is done.

FL_wb_clean Cache line is clean. Line flush is done.

FL_DS_only_wb Stale data arrived. Line Flush is completed.

FP_data Data is written back. Page flush is done.

FP_wb Cache line is dirty. Page flush is done.

FP_wb_clean Cache line is clean. Page flush is done.

FP_DS_only_wb Stale data arrived. Page Flush is completed.

ACKFONLY FLUSH_ACK_old Line Flush is not done.

FL_done Cache line is dirty. Line flush is done.

FL_done_clean Cache line is clean. Line flush is done.

FL_DS_only Line flush is done.

FP_DS_only Page flush is done.

FP_done Cache line is dirty. Page flush is done.

FP_done_clean Cache line is clean. Page flush is done.

Table 5.3: Extra coherent messages and events on the L2 cache.
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first sentence describes the presence of piggy-backed data or the status of cache line whether

it is dirty or not in order to show the source of the data if a write-back is required.

5.3 Resource Conflict Modeling

All the mechanisms discussed so far focused on the modeling of the behavior of the Data

Shepherding cache. However, the simulation result only with the discussed mechanisms did

not work well. The average latency of page flushes was surprisingly close to 64, so the Data

Shepherding cache performs better then expected.

The reason comes from no bank conflict in the L2 cache bank while series of coherent line

flush messages are arrived at a specific L2 bank for a page flush. There are some structures

and hooks to model a bank conflict in the stock Ruby memory system of the GEM5 simulator,

but the implementation on the MESI protocol (MESI_CMP_directory protocol in the Ruby

memory system) are not matured enough to be used for my purpose directly.

In this section, we will discuss the details of a bank conflict model I implemented for the

experiment. Let’s call my bank conflict model the Resource Conflict Modeling (RCM). The

RCM is used only for the L2 cache (as a shared last level cache in the experiment). The

bank conflicts in the L2 banks are crucial to the modeling of page flush with better accuracy.

The RCM on the L1 cache is not needed because we assumed that the L1 cache have small

latency (2 cycles) and fully pipelined.

5.3.1 Overall the Resource Conflict Modeling design

The Ruby memory system already have some codes to model bank conflicts. There is a

BankedArray class to keep the usage of each sub-bank so that we can query whether there
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are any bank conflicts. The query is made via the tryAccess() method of the BankedArray

class, and the method is wrapped with the checkResourceAvailable() method so that it

can be used in the SLICC code.

However, the checkResourceAvailable() method is not used at all at the L2 cache descrip-

tion, so a proper model must be designed first for both the SNUCA and the Data Shepherding

cache. Another notable issue is with the tryAccess() method. A BankedArray object is

set in use when accessed. This may be correct in the view point of behavior modeling, but

in the view point of correctness of simulation, this is not. For example, when we model

parallel access of the tag array and the data array, calling for the tryAccess() for both

BankedArray objects of tag and data arrays, and there are cases that one is accessible while

the other is not. For better accuracy, we will use multiple access mode and multiple access

time(they will be discussed later in this section). To decide correct access time, we need to

inspect current status of cache line. Also, different access modes may need different kinds of

access pattern and resource use. Therefore, if we want to make a decision on the access time

in a single fuction of tryAccess(), this function will become very complex to maintain.

So, I prepared separated the functionality of the tryAccess() method into tryAccessDS(),

setAccessTimeDS(). The tryAccessDS() method checks whether access is possible. The

setAccessTimeDS() method is to set resource usage of a BankedArray object. Also, a new

method, getResourceAvailableTime() is added to insert a conflicted transaction into the

correct time when resources become available.

Wrapper functions are changed from this. tryAccessDS(), setAccessTimeDS() are used in

the checkResourceAvailableDS() to handle various access modes and set resource usage

correctly with various access modes.

The timeToReinsert() wraps the getResourceAvailableTime() method.
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Control flow of the Resource Conflict Modeling

In the Ruby memory system, each cache controller has queues for incoming traffic, and

triggers its action only when the queues are not empty. The code block with in_port

keyword is the code that check transactions in the queue and will trigger events to process

them. The RCM modeling must be added for each in_port block for each queue. We

can check the resource availability (bank conflict) with the checkResourceAvailableDS()

method.

However, we can not use the checkResourceAvailableDS() method right after the line of

a code for the in_port keyword. Depending on the type of messages in the queue, we may

need to access a state between the cached state in the TBE and the state from the tag array.

The resulting transition can lead to different accesses, for example, only on the TBE, on

the tag array only, on the both array. Therefore, the actual bank conflict check is added

per an event considering both the current state and the next state. The details depends on

the detailed access modeling on the SNUCA cache and the DS cache designs which will be

discussed in Section 5.3.2.

If the decision from the checkResourceAvailableDS() method indicates that the resource is

currently in use (bank conflict), the transaction that are currently inspected by the in_port

code block must be stalled until the resource becomes available again. For convenience, let’s

call the mechanism that stalls a transaction a blocking mechanism.

About the blocking mechanism

The Ruby memory system provides various blocking mechanisms related to performance

efficiency. Before start discussion, I want to introduce a terminology, “action” that is a

special keyword of the SLICC. An action is a a single step of overall operations that must
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be completed to make a transition into a new coherence state. A set of actions can be

used to describe whole operations before changing a state. The following list shows the

blocking mechanisms which are provided with the Ruby memory system for a cache memory

controller.

Stall. This mechanism is implemented with a special action called z_stall. It simply

returns to the caller without further inspection in the working queue.

Recycle. This mechanism pops a current transaction from the queue and re-insert the

transaction with updated arrival time.

Stall and Wait. This mechanism pops a current transaction and move into a special queue

for the blocked packets.

Because each queue is inspected when it is not empty, “Stall and Wait” is the most perfor-

mance efficient while “Recycle” is the least performance efficient. It seems any one of the

blocking mechanisms works fine functionally, but there are some complications which must

be handled correctly. The first issue is with sub-banking. If we select the “Stall” mechanism,

other transactions in the queue are left unevaluated. This can be a problem when we want to

test with sub-banking configuration. Because transactions on the idle sub-bank can proceed,

it is possible for some transactions to be blocked incorrectly. Possible solution is to make

separate queues for all the sub-banks. However, because a transaction from the L1 cache

to the L2 cache is put into a queue from the L1 cache controller, this work-around puts a

burden on the performance of the simulator with the increased number of queues.

The second issue is that a blocking mechanism already being used in the L2 cache SLICC

codes. “Stall and wait” mechanism is used for the cache replacement. Otherwise, because

subsequent transactions on the same set will stay in the queue until the write-back for a

victim is done, significant performance overhead can be added from the blocked transaction
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being evaluated every cycle. We can select the “Stall and wait” mechanism for the blocking

mechanism of bank-conflict modeling for the best performance efficiency, but the implemen-

tation would be very difficult. Blocked transactions moved into a separate queue must be

returned when the cause for the blocking goes away. In case of cache replacement, when

to move back the blocked transactions is obvious. We can reinsert blocked transaction into

the original queue when a notification of completion of the write-back is arrived from the

main memory. However, there are no obvious events when the resource is released (when

the previous access is done).

From the above reasons, I selected “Recycle” to implement the blocking mechanism to model

bank conflict. When a transaction is blocked because the sub-bank is in use, a blocking

event is raised to trigger recycling action. A blocked transaction must be re-inserted into

the same queue, so I prepared 3 blocking events for each incoming traffic queue. During the

transition from the blocking event, the timeToReinsert() method is called. In the method,

the getResourceAvailableTime() method is called to get the time when the sub-bank is

released from the previous access, and then the blocked transaction is inserted into the time

when the sub-bank is released.

There can be a race between the recycled transactions and the transactions in the queue for

the blocked transactions from the replacement. It is not an issue with the Data Shepherding

cache because there are no generic cache replacement, but with the SNUCA cache, this can

be a problem because the transactions from the blocking queue can be inserted after the

recycled transactions. This problem can be seen as an order inversion. We can resolve it by

keeping orders on the related transactions. If a new transaction tries to access a set where

a cache replacement is, it must be moved to the blocking queue. Otherwise, we can recycle

the transaction.
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State Access Permision Location

//Base states

NP Invalid N/A

SS Read only Cache line

M Read and write Cache line

MT Maybe stale Cache line

//L2 replacement

M_I Busy TBE

MT_I Busy TBE

MCT_I Busy TBE

I_I Busy TBE

S_I Busy TBE

//Transient states fetching data from memory

ISS Busy TBE

IS Busy TBE

IM Busy TBE

//Blocking states

SS_MB Busy Cache line

MT_MB Busy Cache line

M_MB Busy Cache line

MT_IIB Busy Cache line

MT_IB Busy Cache line

MT_SB Busy Cache line

Table 5.4: Coherent states of a L2 cache line and its access permission and location.

5.3.2 The Resource Conflict Modeling and access timing

To set the resource (a sub-bank) usage correctly and get time when the resource is released,

we need model for the access mode of a cache memory. The access mode is the term used

in the CACTI tool [78] to point the accessing pattern on the tag array and the data array.

“Normal mode” is the generic access mode on the cache memory. In the set-associative cache,

the comparator result at the tag array side will drive multiplexer drivers to select a block

from a set read from the data array. There are two other access modes, “Fast mode” and

“Sequential mode”. They are more inclined to the scratch pad memory and direct-mapped

cache designs. “Fast mode” reads out both tag and data arrays at the same time, while
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“Sequential mode” reads out the tag array first, then accesses the data array only when the

data is valid. The former is more performance oriented, and the latter has power efficiency

in mind. The latter is a frequent choice of embedded CPUs, such as ARM processors [61].

As discussed in [85], the set associative cache with “Normal” access mode has more delay

on the critical path of execution due to the overhead of comparators, and multiplexors. The

difference in the access latency between a bank with “Normal” mode of the SNUCA cache

and a bank with “Fast” mode of the Data Shepherding cache will be discussed in Chapter

6, while the discussion in this chapter stays on the how to model the various access mode

for the RCM.

In case of “Normal” mode, I assumed both tag and data arrays are in use with each data

access. Because the comparator result selects a block, the tag array is set as busy during

the data access. Therefore, this mode holds both arrays as not available during access time.

Likewise, the time to re-insert recycled (blocked) transaction is the earliest cycle when both

arrays are available.

I implemented the “Fast” mode (parallel access mode) similar to the “Normal” model because

both tag and data array must be accessed at the same time to read or write data. Both

arrays can be independently accessed, so I could allow overlap between tag array only access

and data access because a tag access latency is shorter than a data array latency generally.

However, there can be a possibility of updating the same tag of the cache line which is

currently being read/written out. I could avoid this situation and implement early tag

resource release, but I decided that I would leave it (with no overlapping) without further

optimization to get baseline performance. The “sequential” mode is not implemented because

this mode is not used in this work. However, the power efficiency of the “sequential” mode

is very interesting feature of the Data Shepherding if we are inclined to the power efficient

design. The “sequential” access mode is left as the future work.
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Until now, we only have talked on the access to the arrays in the cache memory. The states

which lead to the access to the arrays in the cache memory is described as “cache line” in the

location column of Table 5.4. The another access location is the TBE which is a structure

to model the functionality of the Miss Status Holding Registers(MSHR). Even though I set

the number of L2 TBEs as default of 256 (the reason is discussed in Section 4.3.2), because

the actual count of the TBEs are much smaller (generally implemented with CAM), I set

the latency as 1 cycle.

The states which are cached at the TBE are temporal states to improve performance by

releasing the cache array to service other transactions. Because the location of the cache

line which is requested from a transaction can different, the RCM must be used selectively.

For example, when we empty a TBE from a event triggered from a coherence message, we

may drop the data from the TBE or need to write data into the tag and data array. In some

cases, state transitions do not change the location of the requested cache line. Therefore,

to model bank conflicts properly, we must look up both the cache coherent state and the

event triggered from the transactions. There are many states and events at the L2 cache, so

I made access mode decision functions to set the end of access time correctly at the arrays

to be accessed.

In Table 5.4, there are some of the transient states whose cache lines are located at the

cache arrays. They are classified as the blocking states. The blocking states do not have any

relationship with the blocking mechanism for the RCM. I borrowed the terminology from the

description of the states in the SLICC codes for the L2 cache. The blocking states are entered

from the exclusive requests from the L1 cache. There are two reasons I consider the cache

lines in blocking states as being located at the cache arrays. First, GEM5 implementation

does not cache the blocking states into the TBE. More importantly, different from other

transient states whose life expectancy in the TBE is bounded by the access time of the main

memory, the bound of expected time in the blocking states are open.
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The last thing to discuss in the RCM design is how to model TBE accesses. As discussed

above, all the transactions in the queue up until the current time are evaluated. If all the

TBE accesses with the same time stamps - arrive at the same time or are recycled by the

blocking mechanism - are handled in a single cycle, it will be very unrealistic. Because TBE

access consumes a single cycle, instead of adding another class object such as one from the

BankedArray class, I just recycle all other transactions on the sub-bank after a transaction

accessing the TBE, and re-insert them after the cycle.
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Chapter 6

Results

Some characteristics of the Data Shepherding cache will be evaluated in two different ways.

Physical characteristics and benefits from the use of scratch pad memory will be discussed

in the first section of this chapter. Then, detailed analysis on the performance impact of the

page flush will be followed in the second section.

6.1 Analysis of physical characteristics

One of significant differences between the Data Shepherding cache and other set associative

cache designs is the way how the Data Shepherding cache manages each cache blocks to each

bank. Instead of searching for one in a set at the local of a cache bank, the Data Shepherding

cache already knows the expected placement of a cache block with the help of mapping table

- in my design, bank mappings are integrated with the TLB cache. That’s why we can utilize

a scratch pad memory for the design of a bank.

To figure out the benefits from the use of a scratch pad memory, I will compare the Data

Shepherding cache configuration to the Static Non-Uniform Access (SNUCA) cache memory.
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I will explain why SNUCA is chosen to make a comparison in the first sub section. Then,

detailed comparisons between the two cache configurations will be made with the CACTI

simulation results.

6.1.1 Details of the SNUCA cache

The terminology of Non-Uniform Cache Access (NUCA) is borrowed from [58]. Because the

access time of a single bank cache memory - the authors called it as a Uniform Access Cache

(UCA) memory - grows fast as the size grows, dividing one into multiple banks would be

better in order to achieve better average access time. Different from the UCA cache, there

are multiple links connected to the NUCA cache. Generally, each core is connected to a

different on-chip router. Therefore, a more complex network topology than simple bus is

applied to the design of a NUCA cache. In the literature, another classification is done on

the NUCA caches based on the way of searching for a cache block. Static NUCA (SNUCA)

cache finds a bank where a searching cache block may reside with a single hashing or a simple

indexing. Hit/miss is decided at the controller of the bank after looking up the set which is

indexed by the address of the requested cache block. Another class of design with different

searching strategy is Dynamic NUCA (DNUCA). DNUCA cache allows dynamic migration

of a cache line. So, a cache block is searched for a bank by a bank in a set of banks where

the searching cache block might be cached.

The Data Shepherding cache (DS)’s search method is different from the two. The location

of each line is statically decided by the bank mapping until the bank mapping is replaced or

remapped. So, the DS is different from the DNUCA. However, the bank mapping is decided

from the dynamic decision. Therefore, the DS is also different from SNUCA. By the way,

the DS cache is a multi-banked cache where each bank is interconnected by on-chip network
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and there are multiple access link to the DS cache. We can consider the DS is a NUCA

design, and a DS is a different class of design from the DNUCA and SNUCA cache designs.

The reason I selected SNUCA cache for the comparison with the DS cache is because of its

current popularity, but also most of DNUCA projects still remains in the domain of research.

For example, the shared last level cache of the Intel Haswell chip [46] consists of 4 banks,

and each bank is connected to the on-chip ring network. The ring network connects 4 cores,

on-chip graphic controller, and a system agent where other system peripherals are attached.

As indicated in [73], the last level shared cache is interleaved, a bank to find a cache block

is indexed by some bits in its address, which means the method to select a bank is fixed and

static. So, we can consider the Intel Haswell chip is an example of SNUCA chips.

There are many parameters which describes physical characteristics of a cache memory,

but some important parameters are access latency, area, dynamic access energy, leakage

power, etc. The NUCA caches need additional parameters to describe on-chip network such

as link/router latency, link/router access energy, link/router leakage power, etc. On-chip

network parameters have some relationship to the parameters of a bank. The relationship can

be observed more clearly from the view point of the performance. The following inequality

is the condition when the performance benefit of the NUCA caches can be claimed over

the UCA cache memory. The inequality assumes that accesses to each bank is uniformly

distributed. Also, We assume that all the bank in the NUCA cache has the same capacity,

and the sum of all the bank in the NUCA cache is the same with the capacity of the UCA

cache.

LatencyNetwork + LatencyBankAccess < LatencyUCA (6.1)
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In Equation 6.1, LatencyNetwork is average latency to any bank in the NUCA cache. Again,

LatencyNetwork can be modeled further with Equation 6.2.

LatencyNetwork = Countshops × Latencylink (6.2)

In Equation 6.2, Countshops is average number of hop count to reach out each bank. It is

obvious that we can utilize on-chip network to hide some access latency away, which is not

doable with the UCA cache because the access time is always the same. If we can change

access pattern to the cache memory, it is the same effect of reducing the network latency

because of reduced average hop counts. The DNUCA cache achieves the benefit by using

distance (hop counts) to each bank as a stack distance in the LRU queue. With hits, a cache

block would migrate banks closer to the CPU cores (requesters of the cache block). Cache

blocks which are frequently used are naturally are moved closer to the banks so smaller

average hop counts can be attained. In the DS cache, page mappings can be made closer to

each requester which would build effective virtual partitions for each core. As discussed in

Chapter 5, I want to model baseline performance to compare with the SNUCA cache fairly,

so selected LRU based scheme for the page replacement.

Even without tweaking average hop counts, still the difference of a bank architecture distin-

guishes the DS from the SNUCA cache. The area of a scratch pad bank is smaller than a set

associative bank. This will give the DS smaller access time to a bank over the SNUCA cache.

Smaller area also has implications in other ways. Smaller size helps to have a smaller link

size which provides room for performance boost by increasing network frequency. Variable

frequency and voltage control schemes are already being used in the chip designs such as

the Intel SCC [68]. Other direction of implication is about power consumption. Especially,

leakage power is proportional to the area used. This will give a designer more design choices
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Parameter Value/Setting

//Common Settings

Cache line size 64 bytes

Cache type cache

Technology 32 nm

Input/output bus 512 bits

Link width 128 bits

//Individual Settings

Tag size (DS) 7 bits

Tag size (SNUCA) 45 bits

Access mode (DS) fast (parallel)

Access mode (SNUCA) normal

Associativity (DS) direct mapped

Associativity (SNUCA) 16

Table 6.1: CACTI settings used for experiments.

- better power efficiency for the same capacity over the SNUCA cache, or better performance

efficiency by increasing capacity. In the next sub section, we will take a look at the detailed

differences and the implications with the result from the CACTI simulator [78].

6.1.2 Comparison between the Data Shepherding and the SNUCA

cache configuration

The settings used for CACTI are listed in Table 6.1. Capacity and bank counts are variables,

so do not appear in the table. Except them, other parameters not described in the table are

left as default values. Cache line size is chosen as 64 bytes because it was popular choice

with 32 nm technology CPUs [45, 55]. Input/output bus is internal bus of a bank. Because

a line size is 64 bytes, I kept the input/output bus the same. The link width of on-chip

network is selected from the default value of GEM5. Other parameters and the values are

from the discussions made in Section 4.4.
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Figure 6.1: Single bank access latency of the Data Shepherding cache and the SNUCA cache.
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Figure 6.2: Latency of the longer link (between one for x-axis and the other for y-axis) of
the Data Shepherding cache and the SNUCA cache.
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Node counts 2 4 8 16 32 64

Topology 2 x 1 2 x 2 4 x 2 4 x 4 8 x 2 8 x 8

Average hop counts 1.5 2 3 4 6 8

Table 6.2: Average hop counts on 2D mesh network with varying nodes.

Because of many automatic optimizations on generating cache configuration from the CACTI,

the line graph in Figure 6.1 staggers a lot, so it is not easy to read out any strong trend. But

still the DS results are always better (faster) than those of the SNUCA. The link latency

comparison graph in Figure 6.2 has even zigzag result lines, but it also shows that the DS

has always (even though sometimes very marginally better) better link latency.

One thing I want to note here is that because the direct-mapped with 7 bit tag array makes

a DS’s bank a rectangular with more skewed ratio between two sides than SNUCA’s. Some-

times the maximum link latencies are marginally different between the two, but the other

link latencies generally much different and the DS’s is generally much smaller. Therefore, as

we will discuss again in this sub section again, the DS bank access latency only gets marginal

latency when we increase the degree of sub-banking because it makes the ratio between the

two sides closer to unity.

The performance benefit of NUCA caches over UCA caches is from the average access time.

I utilizes Formula 6.1 for analysis. To take hop counts into consideration as Formula 6.2,

latencies must be counted in cycles. Here, I assumed 4 GHz operation frequency. In Table

6.2, average hop counts are listed with various 2D mesh topologies. With this, I get average

access time in cycles as shown in Table 6.3 which also shows various sized caches from various

topologies and average hop counts in Table 6.3.

As discussed, average access time we are discussing now assumes equal accesses to every

bank, and only consider the cache itself - do not consider any other system details, etc. So,

this is to figure out potential scalability and how it scales. To show the effect of link latency,
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Total Size(16M bank) 32 MB 64 MB 128 MB 256 MB 512 MB 1024 MB

Average access time in cycles

DS (16M bank) 8 8 9 10 12 14

SNUCA (16M bank) 10 11 13 15 19 23

Total Size(64M bank) 128 MB 256 MB 512 MB 1024 MB 2048 MB 4096 MB

Average access time in cycles

DS (64M bank) 14 15 17 19 23 27

SNUCA (64M bank) 17 18 21 24 30 36

Table 6.3: Selected average access time of the Data Shepherding cache and the SNUCA
when 4 GHz operation frequency is assumed.

I selected 16 MB and 64 MB bank sizes. From Figure 6.1, 16 MB bank of the DS cache has

6 cycles, and that of the SNUCA cache has 7 cycles with 4 GHz operation frequency. 64

MB bank of the DS cache has 11 cycles latency while 64 MB bank of the SNUCA cache has

12 cycles. I made another assumption with link latency. In Figure 6.2, the link latency of

16 MB bank of the DS cache can be clocked with 4 GHz, so each link is counted as 1 cycle.

On the while, the latencies of 64 MB bank of the DS and 16 MB bank of the SNUCA cache

fall between 0.25 ns and 0.5 ns. As base frequency is 4 GHz, 2 cycles are counted for a link

of the two cases. Because the link latency of 64 MB bank of the SNUCA cache is between

0.25 ns and 0.75 ns, I assume its latency is 3 cycles.

Table 6.3 can be read efficiently with the access latency of a 128 MB single bank cache

(UCA cache), 5.18504 ns which is 21 cycles under 4 GHz operation frequency. The DS

cache with 16 MB bank does not have scaling issue at all throughout the tested cache sizes

while keeping average access time below 21 cycles. The DS cache with 64 MB stays good

up to 1024 MB. On contrast, the SNUCA caches meet faster the UCA latency. 16 MB

bank SNUCA cache stays good until 1024 MB, and 64 MB one holds its efficiency until 512

MB. Even though I selected cases to show the differences, but even though both of the DS

cache and SNUCA cache have the same cycles of link latency, still the DS caches have better
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Figure 6.3: Chip area comparison with ratio over the UCA cache. Each cache is sized as 128
MB.

bank latencies, which give more headroom for the scalability. The reason comes from the

speed of scaling. As in Table 6.3, average latency increases linearly while the size scales

exponentially. In conclusion, even though the differences in the link latencies and bank

access latencies look marginal, but they are quite sensitive to the scaling of the cache size.

So, the Data Shepherding cache has obvious benefit over the SNUCA cache in this point.

Let’s turn our attention into the leakage power and area. Figure 6.3 shows line graphs which

are ratios of the size of DS cache over that of UCA cache (128 MB) and the size of SNUCA

over that of UCA. The both lines are staggering, but show trend of decreasing as the number

of banks decreases. The DS shows better area efficiency as the graph line always stays under
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that of the SNUCA. In NUCA caches, if a fixed total cache size is given, as we increase the

bank counts, each bank diminishes in size and the network area increases. Therefore, the

total area increases as with more banks because of network area overhead. The network area

overhead in percentage is shown with line graphs in Figure 6.4. As hop counts increases, the

area overhead increases linearly. However, the percentage of the network area is relatively

small. This is the known benefits of the NUCA caches.

Figure 6.5 depicts graphs of leakage power ratio. Because the leakage power of on-chip

network is not provided directly from the CACTI, I took rather convenient approach. The

leakage ratios are from the sum of every bank (total 128 MB) over the 128 MB UCA. From

Figure 6.4, the network area of the DS and SNUCA caches are roughly identical, so we can

still conclude that the DS cache has better leakage power efficiency over the SNUCA cache.

As we can see from the green dotted line graph, the DS cache produces less leakage power

around 7% than the SNUCA cache.

Other implications from the smaller area of the DS cache over the SNUCA caches is bigger

capacity for extra functionalities. For example, the access latency of 2 MB DS bank is 1.19965

ns. When the bank is sub-banked with degree of 2, the access latency becomes 1.08803 ns.

In case of the 2 MB SNUCA bank, the latency without sub-banking is 1.20409 ns while

the latency with 2 sub-banks is 1.22645 ns. Surprisingly, the DS bank’s latency decreases

with increased sub-banking. The strange result of reduced access time with increased area

comes from the CACTI optimization process. The ratio of the 2 adjacent sides of the 2 MB

DS bank becomes closer to unity with increased sub-banking. The 2 MB bank dimension

changes from 1.40535 mm x 3.00304 mm to 2.60528 mm x 1.86456 mm.
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Parameter Value/Setting

//Common Settings

Instruction set architecture x86

Cache system model ruby system, directory based mesi protocol

System clock frequency 4 GHz

Main memory size 16 GB

Main memory model DDR-400

Cache line size 64 Byte

Network model simple network

Max outstanding requests 16

Number of TBEs 256

L1 cache size 32 KB (I-cache), 32 KB (D-cache)

Bandwidth factor 16 bytes (128 bits)

Warm up period 2 billion instructions

Simulation period 400 million cycles

//Individual Settings

Associativity (SNUCA) 16

Page replacement policy (DS) Lest Recently Used (LRU)

Cache replacement policy (SNUCA) LRU

Number of FSBs (DS) 1

Number of PFTEs (DS) 1

Table 6.4: GEM5 settings used for experiments.

6.2 Performance analysis

In the previous section, we did Average access time analysis using CACTI, and observed that

the Data Shepherding (DS) cache performs better than the SNUCA cache if total accesses

were uniformly distributed and the same. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the DS cache

design has extra performance from the page flush process. We will evaluate the performance

impact of the page flush process with GEM5 simulator [25].
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6.2.1 Experiment setup

Table 6.4 summarizes simulation settings which are different from the default settings and

some notable settings. Settings related to the shared L2 cache are not listed because they

are variables of experiments. The L2 cache also has 64 Byte of cache block size.

Some parameters are selected large enough not to add significant influence on performance.

For example, “Max outstanding requests” and “Number of TBEs” are selected with large

size as discussed in Chapter 5. Network model I selected is the default of ruby memory

system, “simple network.” It models on-chip routers with a very simple model, and assumes

infinite buffering. Also, routing algorithm finds shortest routes available. Network link is

modeled with “bandwidth factor.” It is translated into a link width. Default value is 16

bytes, which is equal to 128 bits link width.

The workloads for the experiment are from Spec 2000 suite [6]. Because of limited time,

we selected some benches instead of running all. The selected are crafty, gcc, gzip, mcf,

twolf, and equake. We tried to select ones with different characteristic. equake is from the

float point component of Spec 2000. It is to simulate seismic wave propagation. All others

are selected from integer components of the Spec 2000. crafty is emulating playing chess.

So, we can expect that this will not read/write a lot from and to the main memory. twolf is

from Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools. gcc is from compiler tools. We expect both will

use complex algorithm while read/write more from and to the main memory than twolf.

gzip is compression/decompression program, and mcf does combinatorial optimization for

vehicle scheduling. The last two benches are expected to read/write a lot more to and from

the main memory. All the runs use the reference work sets of the Spec 2000.

To measure performance, we selected 2 billion warm-up time, and then resets counters. And

then, let the simulation run for 400 million cycles to collect experimental results. I decided to

go to the direction of running during the selected period time to measure performance. This
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method is popularly selected because of very long running time when we run a workload fully.

As shown in the experiment details of [56, 93], for 4 MB cache, 10 million instructions are

used for warm up (after 1 billion fast forwarding), then performance were measured during

100 million instruction. For 16 MB cache, 100 million instructions are used for warm up (after

1 billion fast forwarding), then the simulator was run for another 100 million instruction to

measure performance. Both used the same experiment period while the warm-up periods are

increased as the size of cache is scaled. I selected 400 million cycles instead of 100 million

instructions is first, because I could not set instruction counts after warm-up time with the

version of GEM5 I used, and also because Instructions Per a Clock (IPC) of a single issue

out-of-order CPU is generally less than 1. By the way, simulation results from GEM5 give

the total instructions executed after the counters are reset (after warm-up is done). IPC is

calculated from the instruction counts from the simulator divided by 400 million cycles.

Warm-up time is decided experimentally. In case of first mappings when cache is empty, there

would be no overhead from page replacement which can influence the average performance

overhead of page flushes, so I selected the point when there is no page replacement on the

empty page. One note here is that in the work of [56, 93], fast-forwarding option in GEM5

simulator was used, but fast-forwarding option is not available with ruby memory system,

so the option was not used the experiments in this work. However, the increased warm-up

time covers both warm-up time and fast-forwarding time, so I think 2 billion warm-up is

reasonable choice.

The important parameters not listed in Table 6.4 are variables for each run of experiments.

A bank size, variables related to topology (total number of banks, number of lows of 2D

mesh, etc.), link latency, access latencies (to tag and data arrays in a bank), etc. Please note

that the use of separate access time on tag and data array to simulate different access mode

between the DS bank and a SNUCA bank. Topology configuration is set as in Table 6.2.
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6.2.2 Experiment results and discussion

I started experiments with 2 MB bank size because 2 MB bank size is used in many Intel

Chips on the market [45, 46]. Also, as we can see in Figure 6.1 and 6.2, the link latency and

bank access latency are quite close, I think 2 MB size is good start point to demonstrate the

overhead of page flushes on performance. Both the DS cache and the SNUCA cache have

5 cycles of access time at 4 GHz operation frequency. However, the tag access time varies

- the DS has 2 cycles while the SNUCA has 3 cycles. Each Link latency is counted as 1

cycle as we discussed in the previous sub section. To see there are any benefits with large

sized cache, I started experiment with 128 MB. Network configuration is 8 by 8, 2D mesh

topology.

Before starting discussion, I want to mention the significance of the cache size on the Spec

2000 benches. Memory footage of the Spec 2000 suite is less than 200 MB as we can see at

[7] because it was designed late 90’s when 256 MB of main memory is equipped for high-end

servers. Most of benches in the Spec 2000 runs well under less than 100 MB of main memory.

Therefore, with the enough warm-up time, it is possible to see perfect caching of all workload

onto the cache memory because of the large size.

Figure 6.6 shows IPC of some selected benches from Spec 2000. The DS cache shows 12.6%

performance improvement on average over the SNUCA cache with the selected runs. Due

to the large size, it is very rare to see page replacements from the DS cache and cache

replacements from the SNUCA cache. Only gzip result reported 416 cache replacements on

the SNUCA cache while 104 page replacements with the DS cache. Except gzip, we can

assume the performance benefits should come from the tag access latency and bank conflicts.

The additional analysis is in Figure 6.8 and 6.7.

Figure 6.7 gives some explanation on the DS cache’s performance edge over the SNUCA

cache. Throughout the results from benches, the DS cache shows less bank conflicts. It
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Figure 6.6: Performance comparison between the DS and the SNUCA cache. 2 MB bank
size, 128 MB in total.
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Figure 6.7: The total counts of bank conflicts. 2 MB bank size, 128 MB in total.
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Figure 6.8: The total counts of tag latency accesses. 2 MB bank size, 128 MB in total.
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is quite different from what we expected. The DS cache was expected to have more bank

conflicts because a whole page is mapped to a single bank. Generally, interleaved cache

design is considered better in order to reduce the counts of bank conflicts. So, I looked for

the possible explanation. Figure 6.8 has some notable points which can be clues.

Figure 6.8 depicts the counts of tag latency accesses from each run of benches. As we

discussed in Section 5.3, there are accesses which only hold resources during tag access time.

For example, hit/miss decision is known to the cache controller after the tag access time.

Another example is coherence updates when a block is not cached at the TBE (functions

as the MSHR in GEM5). crafty, gcc, gzip’s tag latency accesses are quite similar to

the counts of bank conflicts. Further inspection shows that all of the tag latency accesses

are from the “exclusive unblock” events which cause transition from the Exclusive states to

other coherence states. The reason for the state change in a single threaded run is because

of “write” on the cache blocks which can not be avoided from the interleaved accesses. mcf,

twolf, and equake’s results are different from the first three cases. The numbers from DS

cache’s tag latency accesses are way more than those of the DS cache’s bank conflicts. Still,

the SNUCA cache shows similar trend as the first three cases. What makes the significant

reduction in the bank conflicts from the DS cache? Possible explanation is that the smaller

tag array latency reduces the window of conflict efficiently.

The smaller counts of bank conflicts over that of the SNUCA cache with gcc was not carried

into performance benefit. It is the only one with page flushes in the first batch of experiments.

To look into the effects of page flushes on the performance, we can try again the same bench

set with smaller bank counts (smaller total size). Without change on the bank design (2

MB sized bank), we will use total 8 MB, 2 by 2 network configuration. The performance

comparison is depicted in Figure 6.9.

Total size of 8 MB was big cache size in late ’90s. However, the shared cache size is much

smaller than that of memory footage when Spec 2000 suites are run. So, one could expect
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Figure 6.9: Performance comparison between the DS and the SNUCA cache. 2 MB bank
size, 8 MB in total.
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Figure 6.10: The number of page flushes. 2 MB bank size, 8 MB in total.
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Figure 6.11: The total counts of bank conflicts. 2 MB bank size, 8 MB in total.

that the result from the SNUCA cache would perform better than that of the DS cache.

Interestingly enough, the performance results from the DS cache are better in many cases

than those of the SNUCA cache. The average is around 4% behind, but except the mcf result,

the DS cache performance 3.4% better than the SNUCA cache. Still too big to observe page

replacements? Figure 6.10 has page flush counts from each spec bench run. The difference

of results is surprisingly large enough, so I used log scale for better visibility. mcf result

shows really huge amount of page replacements. However, equake also has significant count

of page flushes, but the performance is still better than that of the SNUCA cache. The page

replacements from gzip are doubled, but the performance is better now.
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Figure 6.12: The total counts of tag latency accesses. 2 MB bank size, 8 MB in total.
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Figure 6.13: Maximum, minimum and average page flush time comparison. 2 MB bank size,
8 MB in total.
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As we did with 128 MB runs, let’s examine bank conflicts and tag latency accesses. The

workloads with no or small counts of page replacements such as crafty, gcc, twolf still

have similar counts of bank conflicts. However, the results from gzip, equake, and mcf are

quite different. The DS cache has more bank conflicts than tag latency accesses with gzip.

The mcf and equake bank conflict counts of the DS cache are significantly more than that

of tag latency accesses. So, when more page replacements, the tag latency accesses do not

show directly relationship with bank conflicts. One reason for significantly increased count of

bank conflicts of mcf and equake is due to the resource conflict mechanisms. As discussed in

Section 5.3, the conflicted accesses are recycled to the back of the queue, so if many smaller

time accesses (for example, tag latency accesses) are conflicting with a longer time one (for

example, parallel access or normal access) which is under service, smaller ones can make

serious of bank conflicts, and every recycling is counted as bank conflict.

Figure 6.13 shows more insight to explain the different trend of performance. Maximum,

minimum, and average cycles for a page flush is depicted in the figure. mcf’s maximum time

is smaller than other’s, and also the minimum is lowest. The average is the closest to the

minimum except the gcc’s case where maximum, minimum, and average are very tightly

close. This explains that mcf flushes out pages which are only partly used in many cases.

Still need more experiments, but this can be explained with Formula 4.1. If a page is fully

used on average, this can be considered cache replacement is done in bulk in the view point

of performance. As smaller part of a page is used and then flushed out, page flush overhead

becomes more significant because the implementation in this work does page flush equally

to every page - issues 64 line flushes per a page flush.

To see the influence of increased bank counts, this time we will set the total size the same

while a bank size is halved to 512 KB. Network topology becomes 4 by 4, and average

network hop counts is increased to 4 from 2. However, because of decreased capacity of a

bank, the access latency is now 4, and tag access latency is 2 both for the DS and SNUCA
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Figure 6.14: Performance comparison between the DS and the SNUCA cache. 512 KB bank
size, 8 MB in total.

cache when we assume 4 GHz. Each link latency is set to 1 cycle under 4 GHz from Figure

6.2. Bank latencies are identical, so it will be another good example to examine the impact

of page flush and network configuration.

The performance comparison is depicted in Figure 6.14. Every result show a slight perfor-

mance over 2 MB bank cases in Figure 6.9. Interestingly, some results decreases less than

the SNUCA results, so the DS performs 2.1% behind on average which becomes smaller than

2 MB bank case. Also, except mcf result, the DS outperforms the SNUCA cache by 4.3%

on average.
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Figure 6.15: The total counts of bank conflicts. 512 KB bank size, 8 MB in total.
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Figure 6.16: The total counts of tag latency accesses. 512 KB bank size, 8 MB in total.
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Figure 6.17: The number of page flushes. 512 KB bank size, 8 MB in total.

The bank conflict counts shown in Figure 6.15 reduced significantly from 2 MB bank cases

except mcf and equake result on the DS cache while the tag latency accesses in Figure 6.16

are quite similar with the 2 MB bank case in Figure 6.12. The number of page flushes in

Figure 6.17 are slightly reduced over 2 MB case. The maximum, minimum, and average

page flush time of 512 KB bank case is depicted in Figure 6.17. The maximum page flush

times are consistently smaller than those of 2 MB cases due to decreased access latency while

minimum page flush times are quite close because of the same tag access latency. Overall,

there are no strong indication why the DS performs better than the SNUCA with increased

bank count. This is quite counter-intuitive because the degree of interleaving of the SNUCA

cache is increased, so the bank conflict effects more this time.
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Figure 6.18: Maximum, minimum and average page flush time comparison. 512 KB bank
size, 8 MB in total.
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One possible explanation is that benefits from the decreased bank conflicts counts are over-

shadowed by the increased network latency (due to increased average hop counts). Average

access time (access latency to a bank + average hop counts) is increased to 8 cycles from

7 cycles. However, it is the same with the DS cache. I examined bank access counts and

noticed that because of inefficiency of LRU policy, there are cases of strong bias in the usage

of banks in the DS cache while the banks of the SNUCA cache is used quite uniformly. At

crafty, for example, most of accesses are on the 8th and 9th banks which have hop counts

of 3 and 4 while no access on the farthest banks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

We have discussed design challenges for the future cache design, especially focusing on the

last level shared cache. Explicit resource addressing is the design strategy we selected as

a solution, and made discussions how it could solve design issues from managing power,

performance, and resource sharing efficiency. Also, it would be helpful to integrate the

mechanisms onto a single chip.

The Data Shepherding cache is a design to implement the design strategy of explicit resource

addressing. On top of that, we designed the cache design more efficient on the large size

shared cache. Because of scratch pad bank design, it achieved better area efficiency which

lead to have more headroom for scaling in size when we set average access time limit. We

called this analysis as average access time analysis. It is done under assumption that accesses

to banks are uniformly distributed and there are no page flush/cache replacement. Cache

parameters for this analysis is from the CACTI tool. Smaller area is helpful to reduce leakage

power, too. 7% of leakage power on average is saved when we compared with SNUCA cache.

The comparison is made with leakage power from banks.
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Performance analysis results reveals some characteristics of the Data Shepherding which can

lead to performance benefits. First characteristic comes from the structural benefit. Even

when the access latencies are the same, tag access latency can be smaller because of smaller

tag array size. If there are lots of tag latency accesses such as coherence requests on the

tag array, the Data Shepherding cache can be performance benefits from the smaller bank

conflict windows. Another characteristic is more promising because the performance benefit

from it is effective even when both tag and data array access latencies are the same with

the SNUCA. If the pages which are to be flushed are filled up with (relatively) many dirty

cache lines, page flush can work better than cache replacements. We can consider it as bulk

cache replacements.

In conclusion, the Data Shepherding is designed to satisfy future design requests where many

design goals are to be fulfilled. Also, it has good features for scaling in size, which would

make the Data Shepherding cache a good candidate for the future large scale system design.
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Chapter 8

Future Research

We suggested the Data Shepherding cache, and verified some characteristics. Still, there are

features untested, especially related to the adaptability of multiple design goals. Also, we did

not explore methodologies to fully utilize the verified design benefits in the implementation

of goal driven mechanisms. In the following, possible future works are categorized in two

ways.

Mechanisms to maximize benefits from the Data Shepherding cache

As the evaluation targets the base line performance of the Data Shepherding cache, we tried

to avoid adding mechanisms for performance optimization. For example, LRU methods

blindly maps actively working pages onto the same bank which drove performance issues

such as increased bank conflicts and more hops to access data. Following work items are

possible to improve performance:

Mechanism to avoid bank conflict We can improve in two ways. First method is to

increase sub-banking. However, this method adds extra wires which will increase area
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of a bank, so the degree of sub-banking is limited by the cost of increased area and

access latency. Second method is re-mapping of a page. This method also can be

combined with replacement policy to avoid banks which experiences lots of accesses.

The second methods needs good decision algorithm to compensate the performance

overhead when a page is migrated into a different bank.

Optimization to improve page flush For the baseline performance, there was no dis-

tinction between pages to be flushed. However, there are many pages which used only

partially, and some pages are read-only such as pages from instruction fetch. Because

TLB structure is utilized, it is possible to know the status of a page, so we can utilize

it to improve performance of page flush.

Coherence protocol optimization Even though the Data Shepherding cache does not

have cache replacement, states and operations for the cache replacement are used for

the process of cache line flush. Because of cascading flush from upper layer to the last

level shared cache, we can make states and operations simpler to improve performance.

Page replacement policy optimization LRU policy is used as a baseline. As we have

seen in the experiment, the policy can impact to the performance badly. We can

develop a replacement policy which considers distance from cores and bank conflicts.

Many items describes here actually require more accurate model of TLB. The evaluation of

this work used System call Emulation (SE) mode of GEM5, but for the future work, Full

System emulation (FS) mode will be needed.
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Designs for multiple design goals

The Data Shepherding cache actually has good characteristics even on each design goals.

Exploring designs for each design goal of power, performance and fair sharing are among the

top priorities for the future work.

Power efficiency The Data Shepherding cache has many good features for the power effi-

ciency. Because the Data Shepherding cache knows overall map of the page placement,

we can develop replacement policy to utilize power gating with the granularity of a

bank. Access mode of a bank also can be an interesting optimization for the Data

Shepherding cache. As sequential access mode on a bank with direct-mapped cache or

scratchpad memory is popular to save power [61], we can utilize different access mode

on the Data Shepherding design.

Fair resource sharing Set-associativity is not a concern on the Data Shepherding cache,

so we can approach fair cache sharing differently with the Data Shepherding cache.

There are fair cache sharing designs with bank granularity. One of the notable designs

is shown in [21]. Bank granularity sharing is decided with software approach while

partitioning inside bank depends on hardware mechanism. The reason for the complex

interaction with software is partly due to the multiple granularities which work on the

same cache system. The Data Shepherding cache is managed with the granularity of a

page, but each bank is explicitly addressed to a bank. So, more hardware dependent

in functionalities but also more portable approach is possible due to abstraction can

be possible.

Performance Bigger granularity will give access to the new methodology of bulk data

transfer. This will be helpful to improve link utilization between the CPU chip and

the main memory, but also will be helpful to improve performance as we discussed

with the analogy of skyscraper in Chapter 3.
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Also, it is another important future task to show that mechanisms from the different domain

can be implemented on the same Data Shepherding cache with relatively smaller design

efforts to prove efficiency of the Data Shepherding cache.
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